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SU1i ARY 
The protozoan ciliate, paramecium aurelia, has been found to be 
a convenient organism for the study of the synthesis of the cell-
surface immobilization antigens (i-antigens). 
Cell fractionation procedures have been employed. On sucrose 
density gradient centrifugation of paramecium post-mitochondrial 
supernatants, four major fractions have been distinguished: 
a) membrane fraction containing bound ribosoines b) membrane-free 
polysomes c) free monosomes d) soluble fraction. These fractions 
were characterized by chemical analysis and electron microscopy. 
Methods have been examined for the detection of newly synthesised 
i-antigen. Both living cells and cell-free incorporating systems 
have been investigated for their ability to incorporate radioactively-
labelled amino acids into protein immunologically identifiable as 
i-antigen. Labelled i-antigen has been separated by the techniques 
of column chromatography, immunoelectrophoresis and direct 
precipitation by specific antisera, and radioactivity in these 
preparations has been assayed by liquid scintillation counting and 
by autoradiography. 
The most efficient metnod c1 labellin living paramecia was to 
introduce the radioactively-labelled amino acid by way of the 
bacterial food source. During the early stages of labelling (30-45 
mm.), the highest i-antigen specific activity was found in the 
membrane fraction. Labelled i-antigen was detectable on the 
pellicle and cilia after 1 hr. and thereafter accumulated at these 
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sites, whereas the labelled i-antigen associated with the membrane 
fractin increased little after 1 hr.. 
Paramecium post-mitochondriaJ. supernatants have been shown to 
be capable of protein synthesis and the properties of this system 
have been characterized. Both the free ribosomes and the membrane 
fraction have been shown to be active components in the cell-free 
incorporating system. Labelled i-antigen has been detected after 
short periods of labelling (5 - 15 mm.) and its synthesis was 
found to be mainly associated with the membrane fraction. 
There was little release of labelled soluble protein in the 
cell-free system. Puromycin treatment has enabled the artificial 
release of up to 6(4 of the labelled protein. Some of this released 
labelled protein behaved immunologically and physically as native 
i-antigen. 
The relationship between ribosomes with associated i-antigen 
activity and the membrane material has been studied. Free ribosomes 
derived from both in vivo and in vitro labelling experiments, have 
been detected with associated newly synthesised i-antigen activity. 
These ribosomes have been found to readily adsorb on to washed 
membrane fraction: yet the membrane-bound ribosomea appear to be 
firiily attached, since they were not separated from the membranous 
elements on prolonged ceritrifuation through dense sucrose. These 
membrane-bound ribosomes werq however, released on treatment with 
deoxycholate and some of the labelled i-antigen remained in 
association with the released polysomes. 
Radioactivity has been specifically precipitated from free 
ribosome fractions, as well as from the membrane fraction, by 
treating with antiserum against reduced- carboxymethylated 1-antigen. 
In general, this antiserum reacted with smaller polysomes than did 
antiserum against native i-antigen. Also, the puromycin released 
protein reacting with this antiserum sedimented at a slower rate 
than did native i-antien. 
The bearing of the$e results on the mechanism of i-antigen 
synthesis has been discussed. The main site of i-antigen synthesis 
is on aiembrane-bound poly8oines, although an earlier stage in the 
synthesis may occur on free polysomes which later adsorb on to the 
membranes. The completed i-antigen is then transported to the cell 
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 FIGURE 1 Immobilized and uninuxLobilized cells of karamecium 
aurelia, variety 1. A mixed culture of equal 
numbers of 9D serotype and 90G serotype cells 
were treated with anti-90D serum stained with 
Congo red. After 10 mm. half of the cells 
were imiaobilized. A sample from the culture 
was then stained with aceto-carinine/fa8t green 
and photographed in a phase contrast microscope. 
x 150. Both immobilized (left centre and bottom 
right) and unimniobilized (right centre and extreme 
left) paramecia can be seen. The immobilized 
paramecia show clum.L.ed cilia and a red-stained 
pellicle. The cilia of the unimmobilized paramecia 
are not visible and th e peilicle is less stained. 
Two lysed cells also appear in this figure. 
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INTr(JiUCTIQN 
Irotozoan ciliates, particularly Iaraineciuxn aurelia, 
afford a convenient system for the study of two interesting 
and little understood phenomena; the mechanism of synthesis 
of a specific cell-surface protein, the immobilization 
antien (i-antigen) and the control mechanism which governs 
which of a rane e of possible i-antigens i8 expressed. 
It has been the purpose of this study to investigate 
the process of i-antigen synthesis and to consider this 
process in relation to other protein synthesising systems. 
Such a study would also provide an experimental approach 
to the control mechanism. 
Diluted rabbit antiserum prepared against Paramecium 
aureii immobilizes living organisms of the same type by 
causing agglutination of the cilia (Figure 1). However, 
clones grown from other stocks are not immobilized by this 
antiserum but produce their own specific antisera. Variation 
in serotype expression is also found within stocks, in clones 
rown under different environmental conditions. 
In preliminary studies the ciliate Didiniuni nasutum 
was investiated for the presence of i-antigens. Here, 
different environmentally influenced serotypea were discovered 
which were specifically immobilized by antisera prepared 
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against cells of the same type. However, this organism was 
found to be ieee suitable than Paramecium aurelia in that 
the stocks available did not conjugate, making genetical 
analysis impossible. Genetically controlled i-antigen 
formation is known in Tetrahyinena pyriformis (Nanney and 
Dubert, 1960; Nanney et al., 1)63, 1964) but this organism 
is less efficient than Paraneeium aurelia in stimulating 
antibody formation and, as yet, the i-antigens have not been 
recovered in a soluble form. It was decided to use Paramecium 
aurelia exclusively as the experimental organism. 
Studies on whole paramecia treated with fluorescein-
labelled antibody (Beale and Kaceer, 1957) and with ferritin-
conjugated antibody (Mott, 1963, 1965) have shown the surface 
coating of the pellicle and cilia to be antigenic in nature. 
That the i-antigen is mainly associated with, if not restricted 
to, these sites was demonstrated by extractin g antigen from 
isolated cell fractions (Freer and Freer, 1959) and, more 
conclusively, by treating sections of paramecia with fluorescein-
labelled antibody (Beale and Mott, 1962). There has been no 
conclusive evidence that immobilization antigen exists 
internally in the cell. In fact, 1'ott has shown that in paramecia 
in the process of changing serotype (transforming), the new 
i-antigen first appears on the pellicle. Later, however, it 
spreads to the cilia. 
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Immobilization antigens are soluble and extracts form 
recipitats with homologous antiserum in agar diffusion tests 
(Finer, 1956; Preer, 1956, 1959 a-d) but tend to give greater 
cross-reaction with heterologous antiserum by this method than 
18 detected in immobilization reactions (Bishop, 1963). These 
antigens can be purified by fractional precipitation with 
arimonium sulphate (Preer, 1959d), by starch-gel electrophoresis 
(Bishop, 1961), or by column chromatography using cation 
exchanbera (Biaho,1961; Bishop and Beale, 1960; Jones, 1965a,b; 
Jones and Beale, 1963) and have been shown to be proteins of 
high molecular weight (240,000 - 260,000). However, the best 
value of molecular weight is probably 310, 1)00 (Steers, 1965). 
Reduction and alkylation of the many disulphide linkages (252 - 
272 half-cystine residues) found in purified immobilization 
antigen yields fragments of about 35,000 molecular weight 
(Steers, 1965) or of more variable value, 16,000 - 87,000 
(Jones, 1965a). Evidence from peptide mapping has indicated 
that the molecule is either a dimer or a trimer, each unit 
consisting of three non-identical chains giving six or nine 
chains in all. 
Different i-antigens have different physical and 
chemical properties, similarities reflecting the extent of 
their immunological cross-reactions. Cross-reacting i-antigens 
are often closely related in solubility (Preer, 1959d), in 
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e].ectrophoretic migration (Bishop and Beale, 1960; Steers, 
1961) and in the fingerprints of their tryptic peptides 
(Steers, 1962; Jones and Beale, 1963). In general, allelic 
i-antigens have fewer differences in the above properties 
than do non-allelic i-antigens. Experiments involving the 
analysis of the type of i-antigen formed in heterozygote8 
(Finger and Heller, 1963, 1964a; Finger et al., 1965; Jones, 
1965a) are consistent with the view of a random assortment 
of two or three non-identical chains. 
As already mentioned, a series of i-antigens may be 
expressed in any one stock of paramecia. These antigens, 
only one of which can normally be detected in a single animal 
at a given time, are controlled by a series of unlinked genes. 
Transformations from the expression of one serotype to the 
expression of another can be facilitated by such changes in 
environment as temperature change, alteration of the food 
supply or change in ionic concentration. However, certain 
"cytoplasmic" factors tend to perpetuate the expression of 
the pre-existing type. The "cytoplasniic state" is itself 
influenced by the nuclear genes present and the past history 
of the clone. The genetics of this system have been extensively 
reviewed (Beale, 197). 
Thus, Parauieciu aurelia provides, in the synthesis of 
its surface antigens, a system suitable for the study of the 
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biosynthesis of a family of large and complex proteins. 
Although both the genetic basis of i-anti6en determination 
and the nature of the i-antigen molecule have been extensively 
studied, little is known of the biochemical nature of the 
intermediates, the cellular components involved, and how they 
interact to give rise to a precisely controlled synthetic 
process. In other words, the vague terms mentioned above, 
describing i-antigen expression, need to be translated into 
a biochemical description of the system. 
It is t 	purpose of this study to examine methods for 
the detection of the small amounts of newly synthesised i-antigen 
and to use these methods in experiments designed to be 
informative about the sites and kinetics of i-antigen synthesis. 
The general approach decided upon was to measure the 
incorporation of C14-labelled amino acids into protein 
immunologically identified as i-antigen. Both living cells 
and "in vitro" systems have been examined for their synthetic 
potential. Since the nature of the study involves 8ubcellular 
fractionation, a 8eCtiOfl is devoted to the identification and 
characterization of these fractions. 
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MATERIALS AND XETHCD. 
1. i'iaterials. 
'SE-Sephadex C-5C' is a product of Pharmacia, Uppsala; 
'Ionaar' and 'Z4embrane Filters' are products of Oxoid, London. 
Sheep precipit&ting serum was purchased from Wellcome Research 
Laboratories, Beckenham. 'Drakeol td' and 'Arlacel' were gifts 
from Dr s.J.Herbert. ATP, GTP, yeast soluble RNA, creatine 
phosphate, creatine phoaphokinase (EC 2.7.3.2.), L-amino acids, 
2-mercaptoethanol, bovine serum albumin, DLx-lecithin, 
haemoglobin and catalase were purchased from Sigma Chemical 
Company, London, and Trio ('Sigma 7-9 1 ) was used for the pH7.6 
Tris-HC1 buffer. Ribonuclease, 5 x crystallized and 'Tween-8(' 
were products of Koch-Li,ht Laboratories Ltd., Colnbrook. 
Actinomycin D and Chioramphenicol were gifts from Merck, Sharp 
and Dohme Inc., New Jersey, and Parke, Davis and Company, London, 
respectively. Puromycin was obtained from Lederle, New York. 
Uniformly labelled L-leucinC14 (l65mC/m. mole) , L-phenylalanine-C14 
(252mC/m.inole) and L-cystine-5 35(58mC/zn.mole), and protein 
hydrolyaate-C' 4 (640iC/mg.) were obtained from the Radiochemical 
Centre, Amersham. The scintillators t 2 9 5-diphenyloxazole - 
PPO - and 2-p--phenylbis(4-methyl-5-phenyloxazole) - dimethl 
POPOP - were purchased from Nuclear Enterprises (GB) Ltd., 
Edinburgh. 'Araldite' is a product of Ciba (ARI) Ltd., 
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Cambridge; 'Royal Blue' film and 'DX-80' developer are products 
of Kodak Ltd., London. 
All other chemicals used were of analytical reagent grade. 
2. Solutions. 
Wash buffer: 	 0.013l1i - NaCl 
- KC1 
0.00314 - CaC1 2 
0.004?A - phosphate (pH 6.8) 
Homogenization 	 0.02514 - sucrose 
buffer: 	 o.iooi' - Trio-HC1 (pH 7.6) 
0.05014 - KC1 
0.01014 - MgC1 2 
0.01014 - 2-mercaptoethanol 
Gradient and 	 0.05014— Tri8-HC1 (pH 7.6) 
Dialysis buffer: 	 0.02514 - KC]. 
0.00514 - MgCl 
0.00514 - 2-mercaptoethanol 
3. CuJ.ture Methods. 
Paramecium aure.Lip, variety 1, stock 90 was 6rown at 
either 310 C (stable for the D aerotype) or 18-24 0 G (stable for 
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the G serotype) in either lettuce or grass infusion bacterized 
with Aerobacter aerogenes and buffered with Na2HPO 4 at pH 6.8. 
Normally, cultures of the requireci serotpe were maintained in 
lettuce medium. When growing and dividing cells were required 
for an experiment, one volume of lettuce medium containing 
stationary-phase paramecia was diluted with one volume of fresh 
grass medium and dispensed in 1 litre portions into Thomson 
bottles. Exponentially growing cells were obtained after 18-
24 hr.. Batch cultures (50-loo 1.) were grown according to 
Jones (1965). 
Harvesting. 
Batch cultures were collected in an Alfa-Laval cream 
separator after filtering through muslin. Smaller (2-51) 
growing and dividing cultures were filtered through absorbent 
cotton wool and concentrated by centrifugation at 1000g for 
1 mm. on an N.S.E. oil-testing centrifuge. All concentrates 
were pooled, washed at least twice with 100 ml. of wash 
buffer and once with 100 ml. of the buffer the cells were being 
transferred to. Generally, 2-3 1. of culture yield 1 ml. of 
packed cells. 
Extraction and purification of i-antiene (Jones, 1365). 
Concentrated living paramecia were treated with 4 volumes 
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FIGURE 2. Elution diagram of column chromatography purification 
of i-antigen (90G serotype) 
Column: SE-Sephadex 
Gradient: 800 ml. of 0.05M - sodium acetate between 
pH 4.2 and 5.2. 




then centrifuged at 20,00g for 10 mm.. The clarified supernatant 
was adjusted to 75 saturation by add1n, solid (NH4)23C4 and 
stirred overnight at 2-30 C. The precipitate was collected by 
centrifugation at 10,000g for 15 mm., resuspended in a minimal 
volume of water, dialysed for 48 hr. against several changes of 
distilled water and finally lyophilized. SE-Sephadex C-SC, 
after washing and swelling, was suspended in 0.0514 sodium acetate 
buffer, ph 4.2, and poured on to a column to give a packed bed 
1.5 x 15 cm.. After equilibrating the column by washing over-
night with the starting buffer, the protein was applied as a 3 
solution and elution was performed with 500 or 800 ml. of 0.05?' 
sodium acetate buffer, giving a iinear gradient of pH 4.2 to 5.2. 
The eluted material was monitored by measuring absorbance at 
254 wju u8in6 an LKB Uvicord 4701A Control and Optical Unit 
coupled to a Beckman Lwz, Spectrophotometer with 24 hr. chart 
recorder. A typical elution is shown in Figure 2. Peak 
fractions were re-read for absorbance at 280 nipi and antigen 
activity was determined (Bishop, 1963). i'ractions containing 
i-antigen activity were pooled, dialysed against distilled 
water and lyophilized. 
6. Assay of i-antigen activity (Bishop, 1963). 
Equal volumes (normally 0.1 ml.) of the solution to be 
assayed and diluted antiserum and homologous paramecium culture 
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were mixed in a depression slide and the time taken for the 
parai.ecia to be completely immobilized (t) was measured. The 
immobilization time with the antien solution replaced by wash 
buffer (t0 ) was 5180 measured. Then the activity of the antigen 
solution, in arbitrary unite, (g), is given by: 
g - 3(1/to - l/t) 
This method is only valid if: 
3 min. t>,lC mm. and t2t0 . 
These conditions are satisfied by adjusting the concentration 
of the antigen solution. 
7. Preparation of antisera. 
Multiple emulsions were prepared by the method of Herbert 
(1965). A solution of purified i-antigen in 0.9 saline was 
incorporated into a water-in-oil emulsion. Nine parts 
'Drakeol 6VR' were mixed with one part of the emulsifier 
'Arlacel A' as the oil phase. Equal volumes of oil and i-antigen 
solution were thoroughly mixed by cycling them through a 
hypoderrnic syringe fitted with a 0.6 m&. bore needle until a 
thick viscous emulsion wa formed. The water-in-oil emulsion 
was then re-emulsified in an equal volume of 2,. 'Tween-8C' in 
C1.9i saline and recycling throuh the syringe was continued 
until a free-flowing liquid was obtained. Production of the 
required type of multiple emulsion was confirmed by microscopic 
racing p.i'f 
2,000g x 10 mm. 
PELLET 	 SUPERNATANT 
(whole cells, nuclei, 	10,000g x 10 mm. 
cell wall.) 
PELLET 	 SUPERNATANT 
	
(cilia, mitochondria, 	20,000g x 20 mm. 
bacteria.) 
I 	 I 
PELLET SUPERNATANT 
(membranous material, 	110,000g x 60 mm. 
glycogen granules.)__________________ 
PELLET 	 SUPERNATANT 
(ribosomes) 	 (soluble 
components) 
FIGURE 3. Flow-diagram of fractionation of paramecium homogenates. 
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examination. 
Rabbits of 9-12 months were injected subcutaneousl j with 
between 2 and 5 mg. purified i-antigen contained in a total 
volume of 2 ml. of multiple emulsion. Six weeks after the 
injection, a blood sample was taken from the marginal ear vein. 
The blood was allowed to clot, the serum drawn off, heated at 
560C for 30 mm. to inactivate the complement and dialysed 
overnight at 2-30C against 0.%r'saline. If a reasonable titre 
was obtained (over 1:80), bleedings were continued weekly. 
S. homoenization and fractionation. 
One volume of washed cells was added to 4 volumes of ice-
cold homogenization buffer. All subsequent procedures were 
carried out at 2-30 C. Homogenization was performed with a 
'Tri-1' Teflon Homogenizer until over 95( of the cells were 
broken (10-20 strokes at speed 8). The homogenate was then 
fractionated by centrifugation according to the flow-diagram, 
Figure 3. The composition of the fractions, particularly the 
low-speed pellets, was checked by microscopic examination and 
cuà. RQr 
by reference to other work (rre€ 	1)59 ). However, the 
principal fractions used in this study werc contained in the 
supernatant after centrifugation at 16,000g for 10 win.. This 
supernatant did not contain visible particles on examination 
with the phase-contrast microscope and is sometimes referred 
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to as the 'post-niitochondrial' fraction. The characterization 
and composition of this material is reported later in Results 
Section 1. 
). Sucrose 6radients. 
'Post-mitochondrial' supernatants were often further 
separated by centrifugation through sucrose density gradients. 
Gradient tubes were prepared by introducin a 5 ml. cushion 
of 60(w/w) SUCrOSe and overlaying this with a 10 to 25. (w/w) 
linear sucrose gradient of 25 ml. volume using a technique 
similar to that described by Britten and Roberts (196O). The 
sucrose solutions were made up to 6V5 the final concentration 
of components in gradient buffer (see Solutions). Gradients 
were allowed to stand at 2-30 C for 2 to 4 hr. before 
centrifugation. One or 1.5 ml. samples were layered on the top 
of the gradients. Centrifugation, in the M.S.E. 3 x 40 ml. 
rotor, was for 2 to 2+ hr. at 20,000 r.p.m. at 2 0C. The 
tubes were punctured at the bottom and 2 ml. fractions were 
collected after monitoring the absorbance at 254 m of the 
effluent. The flow rate was controlled with a Sigma ?lotor 
Pump at between 0.5 and 1 ml./min.. Absorbancy of the fractions 
was remeasured at 260 ma. 
Density gradient analysis was alsO used in the study of 
the sedimentation of proteins. In this case, sucrose gradients 
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were prepared as above but with 5 to 20%(w/w) gradients and a 
total volume of 20 mi.. The sample volume was 1 ml.. 
Centrifuation in the X.S.E. 3 x 20 ml. swing-out rotor was 
for 24-30 hr. at 30,OCO r.p.m. and 1 ml. fractions were 
collected. 
Electron microscopy. (Kuff et al., 1966). 
Fractions derived from sucrose gradient analjsia were 
pooled, mixed and centrifuged for 3 hr. at 42,C00 r.p.m. in 
the M.S.E. 10 x 10 ml. rotor. The pellets were fixed for 1 
hr. in 2.% glute.raldehyde in 0.lr4 cacodylate buffer, p1-I 7.4, 
containing 15%(w/w) sucrose and 2.5mM  MgC12. The pellets wre 
then washed in changes of cacodylate buffer for 15 min., 1 hr., 
then overnight. Postfixation was carried out for 1 hr. in 1;'. 
0804 in C.1M phosphate buffer at pH 7.4. After dehydration 
in ethanol for 14 hr., the pellets were embedded in 'Araldite', 
polymerized by heatin6 at 480C for 
4  hr. and cut in 200-400A0  
sections. The sections were stained with 1 K1-J104 in 
uranyl acetate and photographed using a Phillips '75' or an 
A.E.I. 1 E.M.6' electron microscope. 
Chemical analysis. 
Ultraviolet absorption measurements were made at 26L mJ.1 
and 280 m.i in a Beckman DB spectrophotometer to assay RNA and 
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protein respectively. Protein was determined by the method of 
Lowry et al. (1951), using bovine serum albumin as a standard. 
Lipids were extracted by the method of Foich et al. (1)57) in 
chloroform-methanol (2:1). The chloroform phase was concentrated 
to dryness and total lipid was determined by the method of 
.B.Loor (147) using DL'J.ecithin as a standard. 
12. Incorporation of labelled 	ino acids. 
a) Exogenous labelling of living cells. 
Ereliminary experiments in labelling paramecia wexe conducted 
by simply adding C14-labelled amino acids to paramecia suspended 
in a non-nutrient solution. Since the presence of bacteria 
would confuse the incorporation kinetics and washed paramecia 
were nevr completely freed from bacteria, it was necessary to 
add a bacteriostatic drug. Washed paramecia were suended in 
20 volumes of a salts solution adapted from van Waftendonk 
(1j55). 
Final concentration (pg./ml.) 
CaC12.21i2L 20 
PI9304.71120 40 





Chlorarnphenicol was added to a final concentration of 1CC .tg./ra1. 
and C14—labelled phenylalanine (10 mC./ni.mole) was added to give 
0.25 PC./ml.. 
b) Labelling paramecia by feeding them labelled bacteria. 
The general procedure for the labelling of bacteria was 
that suggested by Roberts et al. (1355). Aerobacter aerogenes 
were cultured in a glucose/salts solution (Davis, 190): 
Final concentration  
sodium citrate.5H20 	 0.5 
0.1 
(NH4) 2304 1.L. 
7.0 
KH 24 2.0 
glucose 1.0 
This amount of glucose Is sufficient for the growth of 
only 1 m,6./ml. wet weight bacteria, and exponential growth 
stops without entering stationary phase when the lucose is 
exhausted. After incubatin overnight at 370 C, the culture 
was centrifuged at 12,000g for 10 mm. and the pellet was 
rinsed with 0.9% NaCI. The bacterial pellet was then resuspended 
in sufficient glucose/salts solution to allow 2 generations 
of growth and C14—leucine (155 mC./in.mole) was added to ive 
a concentration of L.6 AAC.Iml. of culture. The labelled a 
culture was incubated at 37 0C for 1 hr., then chilled and 
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centrifuged at 12,00Qg for 5 mm.. The pellet was rinsed, 
resuspended in saline and re-centrifuged. The labelled bacteria 
were finally suspended at a concentration of 10 mg./ml. in wash 
buffer. Radioactivity of the bacterial protein was generally 
about 3 x 10 5 c.p.ni./mg. wet weight bacteria. 
Washed paramecia were suspended in 20 volumes of wash 
buffer and the labelling period was started by the addition of 
C14-leuclne labelled bacteria, sufficient to maintain optimal 
feeding during the course of the experiment. The conditions 
of labelling paramecia were usually 1 wg. bacteria/ml. suspension, 
incubated at 300C for 15 or 30 mm.. The paramecia werL then 
washed free from the radioactive bacteria and resuspended in 
2C0 volumes of "cold" bacterized grass medium to give "chase" 
conditions. Samples of labelled paramecia were then removed 
at the required times. 
c) Amino acid incorporation by cell-free systems. 
'Post-mitochondrial' supernatants (see Fractionation) 
were dialysed against dialysis buffer for 3 hr. at 2-30C then 
tested for their ability to incorporate C 14-1abe1led amino 
acids into acid-insoluble material. The complete reaction 
mixture, unless otherwise stated, contained per ml. : 
50 Ai.molea Tris-UC]. buffer (pH 7.6) 0 25 M.molea Xci, 5 JU.moles 
gC1 2 , 5 u.molee 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.3 ).mole ATP, 10 ig. 
creatine phosphokinase, 5 A'-moles creatine phosphate, 
.i'acing p. 2U 
 





AT 650 Ii.1. 
0.05 
0.01 	 0.03 	 0.05 
ANTISERUM ADDED (ml.) 
FIGURE 4. Specificity in precipitate formation by homologous 
antiserum. Increasing amounts of homologous (anti-90D) 
and heterologous (anti-900) antisera, of the same 
titre, were added to 0.05 mg. 90D i-antigen in a 
volume of 2 ml.. After incubation at 37 0 C for 1 hr. 
the absorbance at 650 mi. was measured. 
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C.2 a.mole GTP, 6 mM.moles (1 uC) C14-leucine, 10 mz.mo1es 
each of 17 amino acids. Each mi. of reaction mixture contained, 
in addition, 0.2 or 0.4 ml. of dialysed supernatant. After 
incubation at 300C, 0.6 u.mole of C12-leucine was added and 
the reaction mixture was chilled. 
13. Separation of labelled i-antigen from other labelled proteins. 
a) Precipitin reaction in solution. 
The method used was basically that of Glick at al. (1958). 
Fire 4 shows the effect of precipitation by adding increasing 
amounts of homologous and heterologous antiserum to a standard 
amount of i-antigen solution. The antigen standard was 0.05 mg. 
in 1 ml. of 0.9%(w/v) saline. The antiserum added was ranged 
from 0.01 to 0.05 ml. and hac. a titre of 1/800. The mixture 
was agitated using a vortex mixer ('buzzed'), incubated at 37 0 C 
for 1 hr., left overnight at 2-30C and 'buzzed' again before 
measuring the absorbance at 650 m. Specificity in such 
precipitation experiments was always observed. 
For the purpose of demonstrating radioactive i-antigen 
by specific precipitation, it was necessary to examine the 
possibilities of an adequate control to ensure a reliable 
estimate of non-specific preciitation. This problem has 
been encountered by other workers (e.g. Scharff et al., 1963; 
Scharff and Uhr, 1965; Williamson and Askonas, 1967) and the 
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controls used here are similar to theirs. 
The radioactive sa&ples, to be assayed for labelled 
i-antien, were treated by the method described above, using 
0.05 ml. homologous antiserum in the experimental tubes and 
0.05 ml. heterologous antiserum (or normal rabbit serum) in 
the control tubes. After incubation at 370C for 3. hr. the 
tubes were chilled. In order to produce an equal amount of 
precipitate in both experimental and control tubes, and also 
to detect any soluble antigen-antibody complexes, an excess 
of sheep anti-rabbit serum was then added to all tubes. This 
technique yielded precipitates sedimenting equal amounts of 
non-specific radioactivity. After incubating for 1 hr. at 
37 0C, the precipitates were sedinented by centrifugation at 
4,000g for 30 nun.. The precipitates were washed twice by 
centrifuation at 2-30C through C.9 saline and the pellet 
was finally suspended in 0.1 ml. saline and protein was 
precipitated, washed and counted. 
All values for radioactivity precipitated with homologous 
antiserum were coriected for the non-specific precipitation 
found in the corresponding controls. The deree of non-specific 
prLcipitation of radioactivity varied with different types of 
sub-cellular preparation being assayed for radioactive i-antigen 
(see Table 1). This effect was presumably due to the differing 
stabilities of the j,reparutions, as well as to the different 
.tacing .p.  ez 
FRACTION RADIOACTIVE PROTEIN (conts/rnjn.) NON-SPECIFIC 
ANTISERUM CONTROL SERUN PRECIPITATION (%) 
PRECIPITATE PRECIPITATE 
DEOXYCH0LATE(O.5%) 545 176 32 
TREATED MEMBRANE 699 203 29 
971 343 35 
RIBOSOME 173 78 45 
239 92 39 
365 175 46 
SOLUBLE 434 129 30 
631 207 33 
1009 308 31 
SALT/ALCOHOL 325 72 22 
EXTRACT 532 132 25 
TABLE 1. Specificity in precipitating labelled i-antigen from 
various types of paramecium sub-cellular extracts. 
All preparations were derived from paramecia labelled 
by way of bacteria as for Figure 17. The serotype of 
the paramecia was 901), and the antiserum was anti-90D 
and the control serum was anti-90G. 
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amounts of cross-reacting materials present. For instance, 
when ribosome preparations were being treated with antiserum, 
it was necessary to maintain them in dialysis buffer since 
spontaneous precipitation occurred in saline. Also, the time 
of trLatment was kept to a minimum i.e. all reactions up to 
the stage of 2rotein precipitation were performed on the same 
day. Apart from the relatively high degree of non-specific 
precipitation (21 to 46x), the precipitation technique was 
found to be suitable for assaying radioactive i-antigen 
activity in sub-cellular fractions. 
b) Nicroimmunoelectrophoresis (Grabar and Williams, 1955) 
Iicroscope slides, 3" x 1" were cleaned and dipped into 
hot C.2) aar in distilled water, drained and air dried. They 
were then placed, eight at a time, in a perspex tray and 
covered with 1% agar in 0.0125N borate buffer pH 8.2 to form 
a 2 mm. layer. Two holes 1 cm. apart were pierced through 
the centre of the agar slab and the antigen preparation was 
applied. i1ectrophoresis was performed with 0.025 borate 
buffer ph 8.2, 21 volts/cm. being applied for between 13 and 
3 hr.. For the immunological reaction, filter paper strips, 
2 mm. wide, were soaked in antiserum and layed lenthwiae on 
the agar, 2-3 mm. on either side of the wells. By this 
procedure, one sample couid be tested for reaction with both 
homologous and heterologous antisera. The slides were then 
Facing p.23. 
If'MUNOELECTROPHORESIS: stained gels with i-antigen precipitin arcs. 







I 	 I 
AUTORADILGRAPhY: assay of radioactivity in i-antigen precipitin arcs. 
exposed for 4 weeks in contact 
with X- r i f I 
aerived Ir 	labe.Lieu )U cell. 	irit araieca 
labied by way of bacteria as for Table 3 (90 mm. chase). 
Membrane/ ribosome preparations always gave more preciiitatiofl 
of labelled material in the region of the well than did 
salt/alcohol extracts or soluble fractions. 
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left in a humidity chamber at room temperature for 24 hr. for 
precipitin arcs to form by double-diffusion. Non-precipitated 
material was washed out of the agar by treating with isotonic 
veronal, pH 7.4, for 24 hr.. The precipitin arcs were then 
stained with Naphthalene Black 12B200 and destained with 
methanol-acetic acid-H20 (5:1:5). The slides were dried at 
room temperature. A typical stained preparation is shown in 
Figure 5a. 
14. Assay of radioactivity. 
a) Liquid scintillation counting. 
If the protein concentration of the radioactive sample 
was low, 0.1 ml. of 1% serum albumin was added as "carrier". 
To the chilled sample, NaOFI was added to a final concentration 
of 2N and, after 2 mm. at 37° C, the mixture was again chilled 
and treated with trichioroacetic acid to yield a final 
concentration of 5 of the acid. After 30 mm. at room 
temperature, the precipitates were collected on 2 cm. diameter 
membrane filters, washea eight times with 2 ml. of 5 /4" TCA, 
twice with 2 ml. ethanol and ether (1:1) and once with 2 ml. 
ether. The filters were then dried in a stream of hot air 
and placed in 20 Lr1. vials each containing 15 ml. of 
scintillation fluid : 0.5 (w/v) PlO, 0.03% (w/v) dimethyl-
POPOP in toluene. Radioactivity was measured in a Nuclear 
- '-f - 
Chicago 'IJnilux' Bench-top Liquid Scintillation Counter. 
Ef.iciency in counting quenched C14-protein samples on filters 
was 451 and the background was less than 30 counts/win.. 
b) Autoradio&raphy. 
After imniunoelectrophoresia of radioactively labelled 
preparations, autoradioraphs of precipitin arcs were wade by 
eA,osin6 the slides supporting the dried agar film to 'Royal 
Blue' X-ray film. The surface of the agar and the film wore 
held firmly in contact between two thick glass plates. 
Exjuaure time was for 4-8 weeks. Manipulations and development 
were carried out in total darkness. All exposed films were 
developed for 4 win, at 200 C in DX-80 developer. An 
autoradiograph of preciitin acs is shown in Figure 5b. 
em 
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RESULTS 
The experimental results have been divided into three 
parts. Part I deals with the characterization of the components 
present in homogenates of Paramecium aurelia. This material is 
I ater investigated for newly synthesised immobilization antigen 
formed by living paramecia (Part II) and by cell-free protein 
synthesisin systems (Part III). 
Part I : Characterization of Paramecium Homogenates. 
In a study involving the mechanism of protein synthesis, 
it is essential, first of all, to establish the properties and 
nature of the extracted cytoplasmic material and to ascertain 
the purity of the preparations. Since proteins appear to be 
synthesised in association with either free aggregates of 
ribosomes, as in cells lacking a definite endoplasmic reticulum 
such as maznwalian reticulocytes, or ribosomes bound to membranes 
of the endoplasmic reticulum, as in liver cells, it is of 
particular interest to locate, separate and characterize these, 
or similar structures in Paramecium aurelia. 
The ultrastructural organization of paramecium cytoplasm 
R. E. )  
has been examined by electron microscojy (Sinden,,unjE.ie. 
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FIGURE 7 Absorbancy profile of paramecium 10 1 000g supernatant 
fractionated by centrifugation on a sucrose density 
gradient. Reticulocyte monosomes were used as a 78s 
marker. 
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ribosomea have been observed, but quantitative estimates of the 
proportion of the two forms has been difficult due to the 
density of the cytoplasm which contains numerous glycogen granules. 
As a reference for the later plates, an electron micro ,r': of 
the cytoplasm of Paramecium aurelia is shown (Figure 6). 
1. Sucrose gradient analysis. 
Paramecium homogenates, partially clarified by 
centrifugation at lO,O(iCg for 10rin., were layered on linear 
sucrose gradients. After centrfugation, sedimentation patterns 
were obtained (Figure 7). The lot of absorbance at 26C ina was 
based on the profile obtained by automatically monitorin the 
passage through a flow cell duri sampling. A rouly bimodal 
distribution of absorbing material was observed, one peak forming 
near the botto"i of the tube, another near the top. Ii all, 
three regions could be distinguished : (a) fractions 2 to 7 
including the dense sucrose cushion and the cushion-gradient 
interlace, were markedly white and turbid in appearance and 
gave a peak of absorbance at 26C m. (b) fractions 8 to 17 
contained a series of ascending shoulders of absorbing material, 
reaching a peak in fraction 16 which dropped sharply on the 
side near the top of the tube. These fractions, representing 
practically the whole of the gradient, contained colourless 
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FIGURE 8 	Ab8orbancy profile of a paramecium isolated ribosome 
preparation fractionated by centrifugation on a 
sucrose density gradient. The effluent was monitored 
by passage through a flow cell recording A254m)2. 
Polysome peaks are numbered 11 to V. 
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layer gave a reading of absorbance at 260 ma which increased 
towards the top of the tube. This region was visibly pink. 
The aedinienting material was calibrated by centrifuging 
reticulocyte ribosome preparations, kindly supplied by Dr J.0. 
Bishop, through identical gradients. Reticulocyte ribosome 
fraction P2-4 (Bisho, 1965) consists largely of single 
riboaomea (monosomee), approximately 70% monosomes, 10% dimers 
and 20$ subunits. This material has a peak sedimentation 
coefficient of 783. When compared with the paramecium 
preparations, it was found that the reticulocyte monosome 
peak corresponded with the main peak in the paramecium 
gradients, and that the rates of'sedimentation'Were identical. 
It was concluded that the peak at approximately 783 in the 
paramecium gradients consisted of single ribosomes whereas 
the shoulders occuring down the gradient represent-rlbo'eomal 
agreates (polysomee) of increasing size. In continuous 
traces (Figure 8) it was possible to identify individual 
polysomal peaks up to the size of quadramers, or pentaxners. 
In this preparation the Interface peak has been removed by 
centrifuizig at 20,000g for 20 miii., and the riboBomea have 
been pelleted by centrifuging at 110,000g for 60 min. and 
resuspended by gentle homogenation before applying to the 
gradient. 
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FRACTION NUMBER 
Composition of sucrose gradient fractions. 
Protein and lipid are expressed as percentages of 
total recovery. Total recovery from the gradient 
was 38.7mg. and 2.1mg. for protein and lipid, 
respectively 
235 nip is a measure of the amount of RNA to protein in the 
sample. The value of 1.4 is characteristic of mammalian 
ribosomes prepared without detergent treatment (Kuff and 
Zeigel, 1960). As can be seen from figure 7, the highest 
A260/A235 value is reached in the region of the monosome 
peak and smaller sized pOlySblfle8. The value of 1.5 obtained 
here indicates that these ribos0± are free from any 
contaminating protein. Other fractions, the soluble material 
at the top of the tube, the region of larger polysomes and the 
interface peak gave much lower values and it wan concluded 
that these fractions contained relatively more protein to RNA. 
There was a small peak of A26u/A235 corresponding t the 
interface peak. 
The gradient fractions were analysed for proten and 
lipid, the latter being a rough indication of the presence 
of membranous material. The results 're shown in Figure 9. 
The values for each fraction are expressed as percentages oi' 
total recovered component. A total of 38.7 zag., protein and 
2.1 mg. lipid were recovered frorn the gradient. While protein 
concentration in general increased towards the top of the tube, 
the percentage of total lipid was greatest (32, ) in one frc1on, 
the interlace fraction. This fraction also contained a siler 
peak (103) of the total protein. Small amounts of lipid wxe 
recorded in all other fractions. 
Facing p.29 
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These results are considered to be consistent with the 
view that the material sedimenting at the interface of the dense 
sucrose CU8hiOfl and the sucrose gradient contains material 
qualitatively different from the other material in the graJ1ent, 
the former containing membranous elements. 
2. Electron microscopy of gradient fractions. 
This study was undertaken .or two main reasons - to 
confirm the nature of the fractioLs auge3teu by the chemical 
analysis and to check on the purity of these fractions. Pooled 
sucrose gradient fractions were pelleted and exaiiined vith the 
electron microscope. I am indebted to Mr R.E. Sinden fr 
cutting the sections and taking the electronmicrographa. 
Fiuros 1L, and ii show representative views of the interface 
peak pellet (fractions 2 to 6 in Figure 7) and the polysomal 
region pellet (fractions 12 to 15 in Figure 7) respectively. 
Figure lL confirmed that the interface peak did, in fact, 
contain numerous membrane—bounded vesicles of various sizes, 
while Figure U. shows that the polysomal material is free of 
any contaminating meibranous material. The large unattached 
particles in the membranous preparation are thou,.ht to i.e 
glycogen granules and the long fibres are probably micro—
tubules. A few ci1i.ry fragments may also be present 
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F1GU1 11. Electron micrograph of the polysome fraction pellet. 
x 30,000. Inset shows the same preparation x 609000. 
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in this preparation, but some of the membranes can be seen to 
have attached particles, often in large clusters, of the size 
of ribosomes. These membrane-bound ribosomes are probably 
derived from something analogous to. endoplasmic reticulum in 
paramecium Ce118, which, In fact, has been seen in whole cell 
preparations. The poiysoial material al.-pears to be homogeneous 
in nature. 
. taming of gradient fractions. 
From the work outlined above, and on the basis of related 
studies with other cell types, the com.onents sedimenting to 
occupy different regions of sucrose gradients were named as 
fellows, with reference to Figure 7 	(a) fractions 2 to 7 - 
membrane (b) fractions 8 to 15 - polysome (c) fractions 16 
and 17 - monosome (d) fractions 18 to 21 - soluble. For 
convenience, sucrose 6radient fractions will be referred to, 
henceforth, by these names. 
Part 11 II : Immobilization Antigen Synthesis by Living Paramecia. 
I. Radioactive labelling of living cells. 
The first approach in the etudy of immobilization antien 
synthesis was to use living paramecia to incorporate the labelled 
amino acid and to examine homogenates or sub-cellular fractions 
for newly synthesised i-anti,en. since the conditions for 
axenic culture of Paramecium aure.Ua, variety 1, have not been 
obtained, the first problem was to find conditions suitable 
for the uptake of a radioactive protein precursor. In the 
first instance, total incorporation into acid insoluble 
material was taken as indicative of the success of the system 
in being potentially capable of i-antigen synthesis. 
Exogeneous labellin6 of paramecia was found to be 
unreliable for two reasons ; 
k'aralhecia did not always readily incorporate the C14-
labelled amino acid when supplied exogeneously in a buffered 
salts solution. For 8UCCe8B with this procedure, the cells 
had to be in an active condition and had to be harvested by 
very gentle manipulation. 
Traces of bacteria, which are always present ev€ii aftez 
extensive washing of the paramecia, incorporate far more 
readily than do paramecia. However, if a bacteriostatic 
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FIGURE 12. Incorporation of C14-phenylalanine into acid insoluble 
material by a suspension of living Paramecium aurelia, 
with and without the addition of 100 pg./ml. chioram-
phenicol. Each assay represents 0.01 ml. cells and 
0.05 ,PC C14-phenylalanine (10 ).C/.mole) in a total 
volume of 0.2 ml. buffered salts solution. The results 
of four separate experiments are shown. 
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of 10C )ld./w1., the rate of incororation was lowered. Since 
chlorairi 1 henicol, at concentrations above 10 )g./m1., inhibits 
protein synthesis in bacteria by 95, to 1U0 (reviewed Brock, 
1961) and incorporation of a labelled amino acid into protein  
in kscherichia coli is inhibited by more than 85 in t ,-,c presence 
01 	M./mi. chioramphenicol (wissexaan et al., 1)54) 9 it wcid 
seem likely that the Aerobacter aeroenes present in the 
paramecium suspensions, containing lOo )g./m1. chioramphenicol, 
would be largely inhibited from incorporating labelled amino 
acid. 
Fi,ire 12 shows the effect of chioramphenicol in four 
separate experiments. In two cases there was no significant 
chloramphenicol-resistant incorporation into acid insoluble 
material, whereas, in the other two cases, the chioramphenicol-
resistant incorporation accounted for between 5 	aric 	of the 
total incorjoration. This level of chloraznphenicol-resistant 
incorporation must be due to protein synthesis by the paruecium 
cells. However, the unreliability in obtaining labelled 
paramecia and the relatively low rate of incorporation achieved 
(2) to3Y of the supplied labelled amino acid in 90 mm.) prompted 
the investigation of other methods. 
The labelling of paramecia by feeding them radioactive 
bacteria appears to be a more effective method of obtaining 
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FIGURE 13 The distribution of radioactive protein at various 
times after the addition of C14-leucine labelled 
bacteria to a suspension of Paramecium aurelia. 
The paramecia were removed from the labelled bacteria 
after 15mm., washed and resuspended ingrowth medium 
containing unlabelled bacteria. Samples were homogenized 
after various times of incubation and acid-insoluble 
radioactivity was estimated for various preparations. 
x 	x whole washed paramecia. 
• • 10-110,000g pellet (membrane + ribosome). 
o 	o 110,000g supernatant. 
+ * salt/alcohol soluble surface material. 
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fact, Berger and Kimball (1965) found that tritium-labelled 
thymidine was specifically incorporated into paramecium DNA 
only when supplied by way of bacteria. It was thought that 
the advantaea gaed by using the normal feeding mechanism 
in supplying metabo.Lites to paramecia would outweigh the 
disadvantages of having labelled bacteria present in the 
incubation mixture. 
The kinetics of ingestion, by paramecia, of radioactively 
labelled bacterial protein, its digestion and redistribution 
in association with various paramecium cell fractions, are 
shown in Figure 13. The whole cell values include acid 
insoluble radioactivity, incorporated into paramecium protein, 
together with radioactivity due to ingested but undigested 
bacterial protein. Under the conditions employed, ingestion 
of bacteria was rapid, and 15 win. feeding was long enough to 
obtain sufficient radioactivity inside the paramecia 
(approximately 50 of the radioactivity supplied. See Table 
2). The paramecium cells were then washed free of labelled 
bacteria and resuepended in medium containing unlabelled 
bacteria. For the next 60 win., total acid insoluble radio- 
activity decreased to about half the original value, presumably 
due to digestion or bacterial protein. At about 90 mm. after 
the start of the experiment, total labelled protein began to 
increase with time, due to the digestion process being over- 
-34- 
taken by the synthesis of bacterial breakdown products into 
paramecium protein. The increase in labelled protein levelled 
off after a further 30 to 60 ruin. (not shown in Figure 13). 
Immediately after the 'pulse' of feedin, paramecia labelied 
bacteria, radioactivity was detected in paramecium sub-cellular 
fractions. The iractiona examined were the 10 - 110 9 00g 
precipitate (membrane plus ribosome) and the 110,000g super-
natant (soluble fraction). The highest specific activity in 
the early stages (till about 45 ruin.) was associated with the 
membrane/ribosome pellet, but after 30 ruin, the activity of 
this fraction levelled off. The activity of the soluble fraction 
increased exjoneially, and after 60 ruin, was the fraction with 
the highest specific activity. Between 30 and 60 ruin., protein 
removed from the surface of the cells by salt/alcohol treatment 
became labelled and incorporation increased up to 90 ruin, but 
at a lower rate than the soluble fraction. 
These results are consistent with the view of proteins 
being synthesised on ribosome8, which tend to reach equilibrium 
with the available labelled amino acid, the proteins later 
being released into the cytoplasm where they accumulate. Some 
of the protein may then be tranaorted to sits on the surface 
of the cells. 
The efficiency of the labelling procedure is outlined 







(counts/mm.) ACTIVITY (%) 
C-14 leucine 
	 10.0 x 10 
bacterial protein 
	
8.4 x 105 
(after incubation 8.1 x io5 
for 60niin.) 
	
7.8 x 105  
ingested bacterial 
	





4.0 x 10 5 40 
feeding for 15mm.) 
paramecium protein 
	2.1 x 10 5 
	
21 




1.8 x 103 
1.0 x 103 
0.18 
0.10 
TABLE 2 Efficiency in incorporation of 1 pC C14-leucine 
through various stages in labelling antigen by 
way of labelled bacteria. Efficiency in counting 
1 C C14-leucine filters was taken to be 45%. 
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radioactivity finds its way into paramecium protein. This 
level of incorporation is approximately 10 times that obtained 
in the same time when the label was supplied as an exogenous 
source. 
2. Detection of labelled i-antigen. 
Purified i-antigen was prepared from labelled paramecia 
to test whether or not the i-antigen was labelled under the 
experimental conditions described above. If the labelling of 
paramecia by way of bacteria coula be shown to be a suitable 
procedure in labelling i-antigen, methods could then be investi-
gated for the routine assay of labelled i-antien. For the 
purpose of separating i-antigen from other labelled proteins, 
three techniques have been investigated : column chromatography, 
direct precipitation with specific antiseruii and microinununo-
electrophoresis. Radioactivity was assayed in the separated 
antigen preparation by either liquid scintillation counting 
or autoraaiography. 
Paramecia were labelled by feedln8 them labelled bacteria 
as described above. After 2 hr., the labelled cells were chiied 
and aclded to 5 times as many unlabelled cells expressing the 
same serotype to act as 'carrier'. Immobilization anti ( en was 
extxactea and purified by coumn chromatography. The elution 
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FIGURE 14 Elution diagram of C14-labelled 90]) antigen on a 
column of SE-Sephadex with a 400nLl. gradient of 
0.05M-sodiuzn acetate p114.2 to 5.2. The material 
within the rrowa was 000led. dialysed and 
lyophilized. 
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The results are shown in Figure 14. There was a loss of 12% 
of the eluted antigenic activity in the wash peak where 28% 
of the eluted radioactive protein was found. However, at the 
uuai elution point of i-antigen (at pH 4.8) the three assay 
peaks - of absorbance at 280 mp, of radioactive protein and 
of antienic activity are largely coincident. It was strongly 
suested from these results that under the 1abeliin conditions 
epl.oyed, radioactive i-antigen vis formed. The efficiency of 
incorporation of the original C14-leucine into paramecium 
i-antigen by way of bacteria is shown in Table 2. It can be 
seen that C.5 to 1% of the radioactivity in paramecium ;roteiri 
is recovered as purified i-antigen. In this preparation the 
serotype of the purified i-antigen was 90D. 
In order to investigate methods for the routine assiy 
of radioactive i-antigen, and to further check the purity of 
the labelled i-antigen preparation by immunological criteria, 
the material from the peak fractions was dialysed against 
distilled water, pooled and lyophilized. Part of this material 
was redissolved In 0.9% NaCl and treated with various 
concentrations of hooloouz (anti-90D) and heterologous 
(nti-90G) antiserum prepared against purified 1-antigens. 
All tubes were made up with normal rabbit serum to give a 
standard volume of added scrum and alter incubation the rabbit 
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FIGURE 15 Precipitation of purified &-4-labelled 90D antigen by 
homologous (anti,90D) and heterologous (anti-900) 
antisera. All tubes were made up to 0.2m1. with 
normal rabbit serum, incubated at 370C for 1 hr., 
and treated with 0.2m1. sheep anti-rabbit serum. 
Precipitates were collected by centrifugation at 
40009 for 30 Lain.. The pellet was resuspended and 
recentrifuged then the protein was precipitated 
washed and counted. 
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serum. This procedure ensured an equal amount of preciitation 
in all tubes without sacrificing specificity in precipitating  
i-antigens. (see ethods) 	The precipitates were collected 
by centrifugation, redispersed in saline and the protein pro.nt 
was precipitated and counted. The results are shown in Figure 15. 
As can be seen, there was a specific precipitation with homologous 
antiserum. The degree of cross-reaction with heterologous anti-
serum was about 15%. Since purified labelled i-antien was used 
in this experiment, the degree of cross-reaction obtained is 
expected to be the lowest possible by this method. 
Another part of the purified 90D antigen was redissolved, 
along with an equal amount of heterologous 90G purified antigen, 
in a small volume of 0.0251 1 borate buffer at pH 8.2. This 
material was then applied to the wells of agar coated micro-
scope slides and subjected to electrophoresis for a hr. at 
20 volts/cm.. Anti-90D and anti-90G sera were then applied 
as soaked filter paper stripe, longitudinally on either side 
of the wells, and the slides were left in a humidity chamber 
for 48 hr. to allow precipitin arcs to form between the 
diffusing antisera and the diffusin. i-antigens. Precipitin 
arcs were formed with both antisera since 'carrier' hetero1oous 
i-antigen had been added to give a control. The arcs were 
slightly displaced towards the cathode end of the slide, the 
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FIGUFE 16. Autoradiograph of immunoelectrophoresia of purified 
14 _labelled -label ed 9CJD antigen. Electrophoresis was for 
3 hr. at 20 volts/cm. in 0.025Fi borate buffer pH 8.2. 
The preparation was then exposed in darkness in contact 
with X-ray film for six weeks. 
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due to endosmosis. The slides containing the precipitin area 
were then washed thoroughly in 0.9 saline for 2 days, dried, 
and exposed in contact with an X-ray film for six weeks in total 
drkneas. An autoradiograph is shown in Fiin- 1 . It. cri be 
seen tht only the arcs formed aainst homo1oou, (anti-9(D) 
serum are radioactively labelled. There is very little 
precipitation of radioactivity in the region of the well 
indicatiii6 that little i-antigen was denatured and that other 
unstable labelled proteins were not .present in the preparation. 
There was no observable cross-reaction with heteroloous serum 
C. 
using tnis technique. 
In conclusion, imiobilization antigen is aynthesieed by 
living paramecia under the experimental conditions employed. 
Labelled i-antigen can be purified by column chromatography 
but since this technique requires relatively large amounts 
of labefl.ed material, and takes considerable time to perform, 
direct specific precipitation of radioactivity by homologous 
antiseruu and imiLunoelectrophoresis / autoradiography have 
been investigated for their suitability in routine assays of 
radioactive i-antigen. Of these techniques, direct preciitti3n 
has been found to be quick and simple to perform, but the degree 
of specificity is not very satisfactory with certain types of 
preparation (see Table I), whereas immunoelectrophoresis / 
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FIGUH 17. Autoradiograph of immunoelectrophoresis analysis of 
labelled i-antigen at various times after feeding 
paramecia on C 14 -labelled bacteria. Conditions were 
similar to those for Figure 16 except that here 
whole cell homogenates were used. Increasing 
intensity of radioactive arc 18 indicated by 
increasing numbers of plus signs. 
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but enable a far more specific reaction. It must be remembered, 
however, that the latter method gave no direct quantitative 
result. 
3. Kinetics of i-antigen synthesis. 
In order to examine the time course of synthesis of I-antigen 
under bacterial labeiling conditions and to test for the distribution 
of newly synthesised i-antigen in different cell fractions during 
early stases of labellin, paramecia were labelled by way of 
bacteria and radioactive i-antigen was assayed by the immuno-
electroptioresis / autoradiography method. 
Using this method, the increase of radioactivity in 
i-antigen with increasing time is shown in Figure 17. An attempt 
to be quantitative has been made by allocating an increasing 
number of plus-signs to precipitin arcs giving an increasing 
intensity oL image on autoradiography. It was found that labelled 
i-antigen could be detected at 30 mm. after the addition of the 
radioactive bacteria, and the intensity of labelling increased 
during the 3 hr. oi the experiient, the greatest increase being 
noted between 3() mm. and 60min..The large amount of precipitated 
radioactivity in the vicinity of the well generally , occurs when 
the applied material is not purified to some extent for i-antigen: 
in this case the preparation is simply a cel]. lysate. 
The analysis of separated sub-cellular fractions for 
RESULTS 	 DERIVED ARBITRARY UNITS 
FRACTION TOTAL VOLUME 	INTENSITY OF INTENSITY OF 	TOTAL ACTIVITY 	SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 
PRECIPITIN ARC AUTORADIOGRAPH 
(nd.) 	 (Ip) (Ia) 	 (radioactivity/mi. orig- 	(radioactivity/amount 
inal homogenate: Ia/mi.) precipitate : la/Ip.) 
30 	90 	30 	90 	 30 	90 	CHASE(mino) 
HOMOGENATE 2.5 + 	fil 
0 +-i-+ 	 0.3 	6.6 	 001 	0.9 
0 	++ 
PELLICLE 1 .0 	 +++ 0 
-cCILIA +++ 0 	+++ 	0 	27 	 0 	0.9 
+++ 0 ++ 
MEMBRANE 0 -5 	 +++ + 
+ 	++ 	03 	08 	 0.3 	0.7 
++ 0 + 
C) 
RIBOSOL!E 0.5 	 ++ 0 	+ 
+ 0 + 	 0 	0.3 	 0 	0.5 04 
+ 0 	0 
SOLUBLE 2.5 	 + 0 	+ 
+ 0 + 	 0 	2.5 	 0 	10 
+ 0 	+ 
TABLE 3 	Summary of results obtained after microimmunoelectrophoresis and autoradiography of labelled 
paramecium homogenate and cell fractions. 	Paramecia were incubated with C-14-leucine labelled 
bacteria for 15mm., then washed and transferred to growth medium containing unlabelled bacteria 
for a further 30 or 90mm.. After homogenization and fractionation aliquots were subjected 
to immunoelectrophoresis. 	The results were scored. as 0, +, ++ or+++ indicating the relative 
intensity of the precipitin arcs and of their autoradioraphic image (after four weeks exposure). 
The results of three experiments are shown. 	Each value represents a duplicated assay. 
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radioactive i-antigen at two times after the start of the 
experiment is shown in Table 3. (The results shown are taken 
from three separate experiments, each assayed in duplicate.) 
Here, not only have pluses been assigned, but nmerical units 
have been derived to give some idea of the specific activity 
as weli as the total activity of each fraction. These teaults 
indicate that the only fraction with detectable associated 
i-antigen activity after 15 mm. labelling and a 30 mm. chase 
is the membrane fraction. After 90 mm. chase, labelled i-antigen 
is detectable in all fractions, perhaps due to fragmentatin of 
i-antigen containing structures or contamination of preparations 
with so.Lubilized labelled i-antigen. However, the greatest 
increase of specific activity between 30 mm. and 90 mm. was 
noted in the pellicle and cilia fraction and the soluble fraction 
(more than ninefold) whereas the increase in specific ctivity in 
the membrane fraction was least (only twofold). 
The early appearance of newly synthesised i-antigen in the 
membrane fraction could not be due to contamination since it 
was the most labelled fraction : it must be due to either 
specific adsorption of antigen to this fraction during 
homogenization or else must represent the particular site of 
xcently synthesised i-antien. However, the smaller incr::e 
of i-antigen activity with time in this fraction indicates that 
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FIGURE 18 The appearance of labelled i-antigen extractable from the 
surface of the cell in relation to the incorporation of 
labelled bacteria by living Paramecium. The i-antigen 
assays from two experiments are shown (a and b). 
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the accumulation of newly synthesised i-antien. On the other 
hand, the fraction including the bulk of the pellicle and cilia 
had no detectable labelled i-antigen at the earlier time, yet 
1. ter became the fraction with the highest amount of labelled 
i-antigen. 
These results, showing the kinetics of i-antigen synthesis 
and the distribution of this protein between the various sub-
cellular fractione,are similar to those obtained already for 
total protein (Fiure 13). 
In an attelitpt to measure the earliest appearance of 
lelled i-ntien ox, the surface of the pellicle and cilia, 
without running the risk of contamination by solubilized 
labellec i-antien on homogenization, the salt/alcohol extrction 
procedure wa used. Since more than 90 of the surface ant1en 
can be solubilized by salt/alcohol treatment (Preer, 1959b) 
and since this material gives a fairly secific precipitin 
reaction (see Table I), paramecia treated with salt/alcohol 
t various times during labeliin6 would give a good estimate 
of raiictive surface i-antigen when assayed by the 1 reciitln 
uethod. The results are 	own in Figure 18. In two experiments 
the earliest appearance of labelled i-antigen on the surface 
of the pellicle and cilia was at 60 mm.. 
Although the results shown in Figures 17 and 18 are not 
directly comparable, a different extracticn procedure and a 
-42- 
different assay method werc used in each type of experiment, 
they indicate that i-antigen is synthesised internally in the 
cell, in association with weinbranoua material, and only later 
appears on the surface of the pellicle and cilia. 
4. Site of i-antigen synthesis. 
It has been indicated from the studies on the kinetics of 
i-antigen synthesis, that the cell fraction showing the earliest 
signs of labelled i-antigen was the membrane fraction. Since 
this mater.ai was contained in the 1O,000g supernatant, it was 
decided to fur Lx examine this supernatant by separation on 
sucrose gradients, then to test gradient fractions for 
specifically precij.itated counts. This technique would provide 
a greater deLree of separation of cellular components, 
particularly in the separation of membrane, ribosomes of different 
size and soluble material. 
Supernatants, derived from homogenized labelled paramecia, 
were layered on linear sucrose gradients. After centrifugation, 
fractions were analysed for absorbance at 260 mp., total radio-
active protein and specifically precipitated radioactivity. 
The specific reaction was taken to be the amount of radioactivity 
precipitated by homologous antiserum, minus the amount of rsr:io-
aLtivity preci4tated by a heterologous antiserum (control), 
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FIGURE 19 Sucrose gradient analysis of 10,000g supernatant derived 
from paramecia incubated with 0-14-labelled bacteria for 
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FIGURE 20 Sucrose gradient analysis of an unlabelled 110,000g pellet 
homogenized with labelled 110,000g supernatant. 
Labelling conditions as above. 
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Piiare 19 shows the sucrose gradient analysis of 
labelled paramecium 10,000g x 10 mm. supernatant. Total 
radioactive protein had a profile distribution similar to the 
A260 profile, except at the top of the tube, where most of the 
labelled protein was found in soluble form. Specifically 
precipitated i-antigen activity has a bimodal distribution; 
in association with the membrane fraction which sediments to 
the gradient/dense sucrose interface near the bottom of the 
tube and at the top of the tube in association with the soluble 
mat€ricl, and possibly with the ribosome fractions. 
That there is indeed some i-antigen activity associated 
with fr 	ribosomes and that the activity in the membrane 
fraction was not due to adsorption of soluble labelled i-antigen 
was demonstrated by te ty;e of experiment shown in Figure 20. 
Here, labelled soluble material taken from the toj of a gradient 
(corresponding to fractions 13 and 14 in 21 re 13) was homo- 
enized with an unlabelled 110 9 000g pellet and subjected to 
sucrose gradient analysis. In this case, the A260 profile 
was similar to that of the 10 9 000g supernatant preparation 
but the distribution of total radioactive protein and 
specifically precipitated radioactivity was more or 1e80 restricted 
to the top of the tube. There waa no radioactive i-antigen in 
the membrane fraction and the relative amount of radioactive 
i-antigen associated with free riboaomee was less than In the 
0 
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FIGURE 21 	Sucrose gradient analysis of isolated labelled membrane 
fraction prepared by homogenizing a paramecium 10-20,000g 
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FIGURE 22 	Sucrose gradient analysis showing the effect of 0.5%DOC 
on the labelled membrane fraction. 	The material used in 
the above gradient was treated with 0.1 volume of 5%DOC 
at 0°C prior to centrifugation. 
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previous experiment. These results indicate that both the 
membrane fraction and the free ribosomes have some radioactive 
i—antien genuinely associated with them. 
In order to examine the membrane material in more detail, 
this fraction could be isolated by collecting the pellet formed 
on centrifuging a 10 9 000g x 10 mm. supernatant at 2C,0CC: x 
20 rin.. On resuspending the pellet and centrifuging through 
a sucrose gradient, the material formed a single peak of 
absorbance at 260 mi. and total radioactive protein both on the 
dense sucrose/gradient interface (Figure 21). As in earlier 
experiments, this peak fraction contained specifically 
precipitated radioactivity which amounted to approximately 6% 
of total radioactive protein in the membrane fraction. 
On treating this sme isolated membrane material with 
0.5( sodium deoxycho].ate (in homogenization buffer), at 0°C 
before sucrose gradient analysis, the result shown in Figure 22 
was obtained, here, the peak observed in the previous gradient 
had been removed and the absorbing material and radioactivity 
was found nearer the top of the tube. The distribution of 
both A260 and total radioactive protein closely resembled a 
distribution of polysomea and monosomes with material 
solubilized at the top of the tube. Indeed, the A260 peak 
had a sedimentation coefficient of approximately 803. Most 
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FIGURE 23 Sucrose gradient analysis of a DOG treated 10,000g pellet 
derived from labelled paramecia. The treated material was 
centrifuged at 10,000g before the supernatant was layered 
on the gradient. Conditions of labelling as for Figure 19. 
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radioactive i-antigen was found over a large part of the gradient. 
Lees than half of the radioactive i-antigen appeared to be in 
the form of soluble protein while the peak of bound i-antigen 
activity occurred in the polyeome region. The fact that all 
of the i-anti6en activity was not eolubilized on DCC treatment 
suggested that SOILS 'nascent' i-antien was present on ribosomea. 
This 'nascent' i-antigen was, however, sufficiently completed 
to be detected by specific antiserum precipitation. The soluble 
activity presumably represented the completed i-antigen molecules. 
In order to estimate how much labelled i-antigen was 
sedimenting due to centrifugation at 10,000g x 10 mm. and was 
therefore escaping detection, the pelleted material was agitated 
in the presence of C.5% DCC, recentrifuged at 10,000g x 10 mm. 
and the supernatant was subjected to sucrose gradient analysis. 
Figure 23 shows the gradient analysis of material prepared in 
this way. In this case, all of the i-antigen activity was 
detected in the monosome and soluble region of the gradient. 
The total amount of solubilized i-antigen activity amounted 
to about as much as was found in the membrane fraction derived 
from the same cell volume. However, the specific i-antigen 
activity in terms of i-anti 3en counts / protein counts was 
far greater for the membrane fraction than for the debris 
pellet (6 and 1.5 respectively). It would appear then, 
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FIGURE 24 Sucrose gradient analysis showing the effect of homogenizing 
a labelled 20,000g supernatant fraction with an unlabelled 
20,000g pellet (membrane fraction). The labelled preparation 
was derived from paramecia labelled via bacteria as for 
Figure 19. 
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of newly synthesised i-antigen. 
Although there appeared to be little contamination of the 
membrane fraction with labelled soluble i-antien (see Figure 20), 
the possibility existed of an association of free ribosome8 
containin& radioactive 'nascent' i-antigen with the membrane 
fraction. Two possibilities existed : adsorption of these 
ribosomee to membranous elements or an aggregation of ribosomes 
resulting in sedimentation along with the membrane fraction. 
On homogenizing a labelled paramecium 20,000g supernatant 
with an unlabelled 10 - 2C',000g pellet, it was found, after 
density gradient centrifugation, that some of the labelled 
i-antien activity had sedimented in the region of the membrane 
fraction (Figure 24). Since this material was oriinally 
unlabelled, some aggregation of the material in the labelled 
ribosome region had occurred, or else ribosomes containing 
'nascent' i-antigen polypeptides had adsorbed on to components 
in the membrane fraction. The latter view was favoured because 
of the previous evidence of deoxycho].ate released ribosornes 
from the membrane fraction. Since the antiserum precipitation 
was specific, this increase in sedimentation of labelled 
i-antien units was not considered to be due to denaturaticn. 
In summary, the labellin of Paramecium aurelia by way of 
labelled bacteria provided a convenient method for the study of 
-47- 
i-antigen synthesis. Labelled i-antigen was detected 30 ruin. 
after the addition of the labelled source and was found to be 
mainly associated with the membrane fraction. Labelled i-antigen 
was not detected on the cilia and pellicle until 60 ruin, after 
the addition of the labelled source. The early association of 
labelled i-antigen with the membrane fraction, together with 
the evidence of membrane-ribosome bound labelled 1-antigen 
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FIGURE 25 The effect of different Mg, 2-mercaptoethanol, ATP and 
GTP concentrations on the incorporation of C-14-leucine 
into TCA insoluble material by dialysed paramecium 10,000g 
supernatant. The reaction mixture contained in lml.(unless 
varied as above): 50 moles Tris-HC1 buffer (pH7.6), 25 moles 
KC1, 5u moles IigC12, 5j..i moles 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.31 i moles 
ATP, 10,ug creatine phosphokinase, 5).1 moles creatine phosphate, 
0.2k mole GTP, 6mi moles(1c) C-14-leucine, 10mg moles each 
of 17 amino acids, 0.2m1.(2.88mg.) 10,000g supernatant. 
Incubation was at 30 0C for 20mm. 
Part III : Immobilization Anti,en Synthesis by Paramecium Cell-
free Systems. 
The limitations in studyin6 immobilization antigen synthesis 
by living paramecium were obvious: the relatively long labelling 
periods, the presence of labelled bacteria and the likely 
contamination of various sub-cellular components with labelled 
i-antigen by homogenizing the cells after labelling. Although 
many drawbacks could be envisaged, particularly the seeming 
complexity of organization in i-antigen synthesis, it was 
considered to be worth while to investigate the possibilities 
of a cell-free system. 
Dialysed cytoplasmic extracts of Paramecium aurelip were 
supplemented with an energy source and amino acids and they 
were tested for their ability to incorporate a C 14-labelled 
amino acid into acid insoluble material. If some of the labelled 
material could be identified as i-antigen then a model System 
for the study of the components involved in antigen synthesis 
would be established. Such a study would provide a useful 
comparison with the view of i-antigen synthesis gained from the 
studies with living cells. 
1. Requirements for amino acid incorporation. 
Incorporation by paramecium 'poet-mitochondria].' (10 90Cg 
x 10 mm.) supernatants was found to be stimulated by an 
.acing. p.4 
INCORPORATION 
counts/mm. per 	complete 
mg.protein system 
Complete system 	 705 100 
- energy-generating system 	568 81 
complete energy system 178 25 
It - 17 amino acids 	 267 38 
- membrane/ribosomes 5 
- soluble fraction 12 
It 	+ yeast s-RNA (60 )ag/mi.) 	763 108 
TABLE 4. Requirements for incorporation of C14-leucine into protein 
by paramecium lO,000g supernatant. 	The components of the 
incorporation mix unless omitted (or added) as above, were 
as described for Figure 25. 	Incubation was at 30 °C for 20 
mm.. 	I4mbrane/ribosomes were separated from the soluble 
fraction by centrifuging at 110,000g for 60 mm., and 
activity was expressed as %reconstituted system. 
INCORPORATION 
counts/rain, per 	%complete 
ing.protein system 
Complete system 738 100 
" 	- 	Ribonuclease 	20 )ug/ml. -6 0 
'I 	+ ActinomycinD 50 )ig/ml. 703 95 
+ Puromycin 	75 ug/m1. 350 47 
II 	 200 g/m1. 274 37 
+ Chloramphenicol 100 ug/ml- 721 98 
TABLE 5. The effect of antibiotics on the incorporation of C14-1eucine 
into protein by paramecium 10,000g supernatant. The 
components of the incubation mix were as described for 
Figure 25. 	Incubation was at 30°C  for 20 mm.. 
-49-. 
ATP-generating system, GTP and mercaptoethanol, and entirely 
dependent upon the presence of rig . Figure 25 shows the effect 
of varying concentrations of added ATP, GTP, mercaptoethanol 
and Mg *+ on the incorporation of C 14-labelled leucine into acid 
insoluble material by paramecium 10 9 000g supernatant. Maximum 
incorporation was observed in the presence of 0.3 .mole ATP, 
0.2 i.mole GTP, 5 A.moles mercaptoethanol and 5 p.moles IgC1 2 , 
all in a total volurie of 1 ml.. 
The paramecium supernatants were dialysed against dialysis 
buffer for several hours at 2-30C in order to standardize the 
concentration of dialysable components before incubation. Even 
after dialysis for 3-4 hr., it appears that sufficient amino 
acids remain in the paramecium extract to allow some synthesis. 
As for soluble-RNA, it seems that there is an adequate supply 
in the extract: at least added yeast S-RNA did not substantially 
increase the incorporation capacity of the system. The effect 
of ommitting various components of the cell-free incorporating 
system 18 shown in Table 4. Both the membrane/ribosome material 
and the soluble fraction, as well as an energy system, were 
requireu for incorporation. 
2. Effect of inhibitors on amino acid incorporation. 
The influence of various drugs on the incorporation of 
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FIGURE 26 Incorporation of C-14--ieucine by dialysed paramecium 
supernatants. Paramecium 10,000g supernatant contained 
12.0mg. protein/mi. whereas the 20,000g supernatant derived 
from it had a protein concentration of 9.6mg./mi.. 
Supernatants were dialysed against dialysis buffer at 0°C 
for 3hr.. Each assay contained in lml.,2.40mg. 10,0009 
supernatant or 1.92mg. 20,000g supernatant and 6mJ2 moles 
(lpC) C-14-leucine. Other components of the incorporation 
mix are as described for Figure 2.5. Incubation was at 300 C. 
The results are summarized in Table 5. Under the condition 
employed here, chioramphenicol and actinomycin D were found 
to be practically ineffective as inhibitors. Ribonuclease, 
on the other hand, always inhibited incorporation totally. 
Puromycin inhibited the system by between 47 and 37 
depending upon the concentration used. These results are 
consistent with the known action of these drugs on protein 
synthesising systems. 
3. Time course of amino acid incorporation. 
Figure 26 illustrates the time course of the incorporation 
of & 4-labelled leucine into acid insoluble material by cell 
supernatants with and without the membrane fraction. The amount 
of incorporation per mg. protein was found to be hiher in the 
fraction containing the membrane fraction (lC,COcg x 10 mm. 
supernatant), indicating that this material accounts for some 
of its own incorporation or else stimulates incorporation by 
the rest of the system. After 30 mm. incubation at 30 0 C, 
incorporation had virtually ceased in both systems. 
The results from the last three sections, taken together, 
are a good indication that the amino acid incorporation observed, 
was genuine protein synthesis which occurs by way of a pre-formed 
messenger-RNA. These results are similar to those obtained 
-51-. 
with other systems and their significance is discussed fully 
in a later section. 
4. Detection of labelled i-antigen. 
The conditions favouring protein synthesis in general were 
taken to be those beat suited for i-antigen synthesis. Since 
i-antigen activity has been found in association with both 
membrane and free ribosome fractions derived from labelled 
paramecia, both of these fractions were tested in the cell-free 
systeQ for their ability to synthesise i-antien. 
Two modifications were made to the cell-free system. To 
increase the efficiency in labelling newly synthesised paramecium 
proteii. C14-labelled protein hydrolysate (640 )Wmg.) was 
substituted for C 14-leucine. The comparative efficiencies 
are shown in Table 6. Also, since there was little release 
of labelled protein in the cell-free system, i.e. the 110,000g 
supernatant contained less than 201 of the labelled protein 
after 30 win. incubation, an attempt was made at artificial 
release of 'nascent' protein with the use of puromycin. This 
rug is known to act by causing a break in the growing poly-
peptide chain. 
Purouiycin (200 pg/ml.) was added to the mix after 10 win. 
and incubation at 300 C was continued for a further 10 win.. 
The incubation mix was then chilled and treated with sodium 
Facing p.52 
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FIGURE 27 Precipitation of puromycin released protein derived 
from Paramecium 10,000g and 20,000g labelled 
upernatants. Conditions as for Figure25 
anti-90G ant i-90D anti-90G anti-90G anti-90D anti-90G 
• 	 iximunoe1ectrophOre31S and autor / o 
released protein derived from Paramecium 10 9 000g and 
0,000g labelled supernatants. Conditions as for 
2iuro ' 
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deoxycholate (0.5%) to solubilize the membrane material. Under 
these conditions, about 60 of the labelled protein was found 
in the supernatant after centrifugation at 110,000g for 90 mm.. 
This 'released' labelled protein was then tested for i-antien 
activity. 
Figure 27 shows the effect of antisera in preci4tating 
'released' radioactive protein from a preparation derived from 
cells expressing 90D aerotype. Anti-90G serum was used as the 
control. Anti-RCM-9OD was serum prepared against reduced 
carboxymethylated 90D antigen (Jones, 1965). This antiserum 
may detect i-antigen more closely resembling subunits, while 
the anti-90i) serum probably detects the more completed i-antigen 
molecule. It can be seen from the figure that there is a high 
level of unspecific precipitation of radioactivity in preparations 
derived from supernatants both including (lCi,000g) and excluding 
(20,Ociog) the membrane fractinj. ?4ateriai derived from the 
lO,O00 suernatant bave a preciitation, by homologous (anti-90D) 
serum, of approximately double the control, while the effect of 
antiserum aainst RCS-i-anti 8en was about three times that of 
the control. On the other hand, material derived from the 
20 1 000g supernatant gave little or no specific precipitation 
with anti-OD serum, but anti-RCM-90D serum gave some specific 
precipitation amountin, to less than twice the control reaction. 
That the anti-RCI4-90D serum was specific for labelled 
-53- 
material derived oniy from 9CD-type cells was tested by labelling 
a heterologous (900) stock of paramecium and measuring the 
precipitation of radioactivity, as above, by this antiserum, 
anti-90D and anti-900. In this case, the anti-900 serum was 
shown to have the specific effect while the anti-90D and anti-
RCI-90D sera caused an equal amount of, presumably, non-specific 
precipitation. 
Puromycin 'released' protein was also tested for labelled 
i-antigen by the immunoelectrophoresia/autoradiography technique 
(Figure 28). Carrier 90D and 900 purified i-antigens were 
added to preparations derived from both 10 9 000g and 20,000g 
incubated supernatants. Precipitin arcs were formed with both 
anti-90i) and anti-90G sera against the two samples, but only 
one of the four arcs contained radioactive material; that of 
the 10 9 000g supernatant against anti-90D serum. Labelled 
i-antigen was Only detected by this method in labelled material 
derived from supernatants including the membrane fraction. 
It was concluded that cell-free Paramecium supernatants 
were capable of incorrating labelled amino acid into i-antigen. 
The labelling, and presumably the synthesis, of I-antigen was 
greatly, if not entirely, dependent upon the inclusion of the 
membrane fraction. However, preparations with and without the 
membrane fraction seemed capable of synthesising protein 
specificaliy precijitated by antiserum against reduced 
- 4- 
carboxymethylated i-antigen. The significance of these results, 
together with some other results, will be discussed later. 
5. Site of i-antigen synthesis. 
The conclusion, that labelled 'native' 1-antigen was 
mainly detected in paramecium supernatants containing the 
membrane fraction, was supported by the apparent Importance 
of this fraction on the distribution of labelled i-antigen 
when the cell-free incororating material was analysed by sucrose 
gradient centrifugation. 
For sucrose gradients, C14-leucine was uEed as radioactive 
label since it gave a lower background than did C 14-protein 
hydrolysate, which tended to adsorb on to the filters.. 
Figure 29 shows the distribution of total radioactivity 
and specifically precipitated radioactivity after 10 mm. 
incubation at 30C. Identical treatment, except omission of 
incubation, served as a control gradient which gave little 
incorporation of radioactivity. As expected, incubation prior 
to gradient analysis resulted in a shift (of the material 
absorbing at 260 mj..) towards the monosome region, compared 
with unincubated samples (see Figure 30). This feature 
presumably represents polyeouie breakdown by endogenous 
degradative enzymes. In order to characterize polysomal size, 
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FIGURE 29 Sucrose gradient analysis of an "in vitro" amino acid 
incorporating paramecium 10,000g supernatant. Incubation 
time in the presence of 6mji moles (lpC)/ml. C-14--leucine 
was for 10mm. at 30 0C. Incorporation at 0°C is also 
shown. 
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sedimentation coefficients on the basis of direct proportionality 
between sedimentation coefficient and distance travelled from 
the top of the gradient (Martin and Ames, 1961) using the 
position of the monosome peak as a standard of BUS. 
In Figure 29, peaks of radioactivity were found to 
correspond to both the free ribosome and membrane A260 peaks, 
but there appeared to be little released soluble protein. 
Specifically precipitated radioactivity amounted to approximately 
Ce. 	of the total radioactive protein and was mainly found in 
the membrane fraction. Some of the i-antigen activity was, 
however, found in association with free ribosomee. Since, in 
some experiments, this amounted to 35% of the total radioactive 
i-antien, it would appear to be a significant factor. However, 
the question of the membrane fraction as the sole site of 
i-antigen synthesis could not be answered by this type of 
experiment since free ribosomes with associated i-antigen 
activity could be breakdown components. On the other hand, 
free ribosowes could represent the synthetic sites, the membrane 
fraction merely serving to brin6 together and order the synthesised 
polypeptides into identifiable i-antigen. 
In order to see if the distribution of radioactive i-antigen 
in gradient analysis of incubated paramecium supernatant truely 
reflected the synthetic potential of each of the gradient 
fractions, separated gradient fractions were Incubated with the 
Facing p.56 
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FIGURE 30 Sucrose gradient analysis of paramecium 10,000g supernatant 
showing protein synthetic ability of separated fractions. 
Each fraction was tested with and without the addition of 
soluble material from fraction 15, for its ability to 
incorporate C-14-leucine into TCA insoluble material. 
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comOnents of the amino acid incorporating system. The results 
are shown in Figure 30. The gradient fractions were divided 
in two and incubated with and without the addition of soluble 
components from the top of the gradient. As can be seen from 
the radioactivity profiles, the addition of soluble material 
was essential for incorporation by the polysoine fractions. 
Fractions near the top of the tube did not require added soluble 
material presumably because these fractions already contained 
sufficient soluble fraction as contaminent. The surprising 
feature was that there seemed to be no synthetic activity in 
the membrane fractions. At first, this was believed to have 
been due to the inhibitory acti0n of the dense sucrose present 
in these fractions. However, dialysis of the fractions did 
not restore synthetic ability and it appeared that radioactivity 
found in the membrane fraction in earlier experiments was due 
to adsorption of protein already synthesised by free ribosonies. 
Experiments involving variations of membrane concentration to 
soluble material showed that this interpretation was not correct 
and that the membrane fraction, as opposed to the free ribosoe 
fractir13, exhibited a narrow concentration optimum for 
successfully synthesising protein. The effect of varying the 
fraction concentration is shown in Figure 31. The inhibition 
of synthesis by hih membrane concentration Is probably due 
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FIGURE31 Incorporation into protein by increasing concentrations 
of membrane and ribosome. Dialysed sucrose gradient 
fractions were added to the amino acid incorporating 
mix including 0.linl. supernatant derived from the 
gradient top fraction. The membrane and ribosome 
gradient fractions were chosen to give equal absorbance 
(2.0 at 260mM. The total volume was imi. and 
incubation was at 30 0C for 20mm.. 
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Since each preparation varied in a number of respects, the 
optimum concentration of membrane fraction was calculated 
each time it was used in incorporation studies. Figure 31 
shows one such calibration and is expressed in arbitrary 
units. 
Figure 32a shows the ability of sucrose gradient fractions, 
adjusted to optimal concentration conditions, to synthesise 
protein immunologically recognisable as i-antigen. Since 
antiserum against reduced carboxymethylated i-antigen has been 
shown to have a specific effect in the precipitatin of some 
labelled protein, the incubated sucrose gradient fractions 
were tested with both anti-SOD and anti-RCM-90D sera. As can 
be seen from the figure, both types of antiserum reacted with 
labelled material in the membrane fraction where 81 of the 
i-antigen activity was found. However, the spectrum of 
precipitation by the two antisera in the polysonie reion was 
somewhat different: anti-90D reacted with gradient material 
sedimenting about 2403 while anti-RcI'-90D reacted with gradient 
material mainly between 2406 and 1205. 
The effect of' deoxycholate treatment prior to gradient 
spparation resulted in the distribution of synthetic ability 
BhOWfl in Fi6ure 32b. Material sedinienting as membrane, and 
the synthetic ability attributed to it, was largely removed 
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FIGURE 32. Sucrose gradient analysis of paramecium 10,000g super-
natants, (a) untreated and (b) treated with 0.5% 
deoxycholate, showing the ability of separated 
fractions to synthesise i-antigen. Each fraction 
was incubated in the presence of C 14-leucine at 
300C for 30 mm., assayed for total radioactive 
protein and serum precipitated radioactivity - two 
specific antisera and one non-specific antiserum (control). 
were used. Absorbance is not shown but sedimentation 
coefficients are indicated as references. 
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(plus the DOC-released ribosones) was significantly reduced, 
particularly by the ribosomee near the top of the tube. This 
effect is presumably due to the adverse action of deoxycholate 
when contaminated fractions near the top of the tube are incubated 
in its presence. In spite of the inhibition of total synthesis, 
there was an increase in the precipitation of radioactivity by 
anti-)OA) serum in the region between 3203 and 160S, and a 
general reduction in the radioactivity specifically precipitated 
by the anti-RCM-90D serum. 
Although similar results were found in several experiments, 
the level of i-antigen labelling was low and made it particularly 
difficult to obtain significant results from sucrose gradient 
analysis. Since the i-antigen is unusually high in cystirie 
content, it was decided to substitute 3 35-labelled cystine as 
the labelled amino acid in place of C14-labelled leucine in 
the hope that incorporation would be largely into i-antien. 
Table 6 compares the efficiency of incorporating C 14-leucine, 
& 4-protein hydrolysate and 335-cyatine into i-antigen by the 
cell-free system. Although the use of C14-protein hydrolysate 
gave i-antigen approximately three times more labelled than 
C14-].eucine labelled i-antigen, this labelled source, as 
already mentioned, gave a high degree of non-specific 
precipitation, particularly due to unincorporated labelled 
material not passing through the filters during washing of the 
protein preciitate. The use of S35-cystine  was found to be 
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STAGE 	 TOTAL RADIOACTIVITY 
(counts/nun.) 
C14-leucine 	 10.0 X 105 
paramecium protein 	 2.3 x-104 
2.7 x 104  
i-antigen 	 0.9 x 
10  








C14-protein hydrolysate 	10.0 x 105 
paramecium protein 	 7.7 x 104 
9.2 x 104 
i-antigen 	 2.5 x 
10  





335-cystine 	 10.7 x 10 
	
100 
paramecium protein 	 1.8 x 10
4 	 1.7 
i-antigen 	 4.2 x 10 2 
	
- 0.04 
TABLE 6. Efficiency in incorporating 1 pC. C 14-leucine or C14-protein 
hydrolysate or S35-cystine into paramecium protein and 
i-antigen in the cell-free system. Conditions of labelling 
as for Figure 25. Efficiency in counting C14 on filters was 
S 35 on filters was 48%. 
1 
more suitable for labelling i-antigen. In spite of the fact 
that total paramecium protein was less labelled when this 
radioactive 8OUrCe was used, i-antigen was approximately four 
times more labelled than C 14-leucine labelled i-antigen. 
(These values served as a guide only in the practical aspect 
of labelling i-antigen. No conclusions about the relative 
uptake of different amino acids can be obtained from these 
results since the isotopic concentration was different ir each 
case and the level of endogenous amino acids in the cell super-
natants was unknown.) 
Figure 33 shows the effect of separated sucrose gradient 
fractions in incorporating 335-labelled cystine into protein 
and i-antigen. Here, the i-antigen was more actively labelled 
and the results were more significant. However, the pattern 
of radioactivity was basically that already obtained in previous 
experiments using C14-labelled leucine. 
It was now evident that the membrane fraction was important 
not only as an early site of i-antigen, but as a site of synthesis. 
The significance of i-antigen activity in association with free 
polysomee could be interpreted in two ways: as breakdown products 
released from their natural location on homogenization, or as 
precursor steps in i-antigen synthesis. The particular reaction 
of smaller polysonie aggregates with antiserum against i-antien 
subunits and of larger polyeome aggregates with antiserum against 
Facing p.bO 
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FIGURE 33. Sucrose gradient analysis of paramecium 10,0009 
supernatant showing the ability of separated 
fractions to synthesise i-antigen. Conditions 
were as for Figure 32 except that the labelled 
amino acid was 535-cystine instead of C 14-leucine. 
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native i-antigen, together with the known specific adsorption 
of polysomee with associated i-antigen activity on to the 
membrane fraction, support this latter hypothesis. The 
functional integrity of the free i-antigen synthesising 
pO1BOIAISS and their relatively narrow distribution In the 
gradient also sugesta that they are not breakdown products. 
6. Analysis of puromycin released i-antigen. 
Immunological tests have revealed radioactive protein 
reacting specifically as i-antigen. However, no information 
is gained about the size or completeness of the antigenic 
molecules. Presumably, the presence of one antigenic site 
would be sufficient to effect complex formation with anti-
body. From earlier studies, it appeared that little released 
labelled protein was being formed, at least after 30 mm. after 
the addition of the labelled amino acid. Since puromycin 
treated incubates gave a positive reaction with the immuno- 
electrOphoreSiS/aUtOradiOgraj?hY test, even after 5 mm. labellin, 
it was concluded that, at best, some of the reacting labelled 
materia.A. was near enough the size and charge of complete 
i-antigen to behave identically on electrophoresis and 
diffusion. 
In order to find out more about the size of labelled 
antigenic molecules, puromycin released protein was analysed 
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FIGURE 34 sucrose gradient analysis of puroinycin-released protein 
derived from labelled paramecium supernatants. Paramecium 
10,oco (including membrane) and 20,000g (excluding 
membrane) supernatants were labelled in the cell-free 
system as for Figure 25. After 5 mm. incubation at 30 ° C, 
puromycin was added to a concentration of 2C0 g./m1. 
and incubation was continued for a further 10 mm.. 
The incubates were then chilled, treated with lOOx 'cold' 
leucine and made up to 0.5 - 	After dialysis 
for 4 hr. against dialysis buffer at 2-3 ° C, the 
preparations were centrifuged at ll0,000g for 90 mm.. 
The pellets were discarded and the supernatants were 
layered on 5-20% 	gradients and centrifuged at 
3C,(00 r.p.m. for 30 hr.. Fractions were collected and 
analysed for absorbance, total protein radioactivity 
and specifically precipitated radioactivity - the 
antisera used were anti-90D 9 anti-RC"i90D and anti-.90G 
(control). Catalase, purified .-antigen and haemoglobin 
served as gradient markers. 
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on sucrose gradients. Since puroinycin release of polypeptides 
from ribosomee only occured effectively in the presence of 
cell sap, the sample material contained released plus soluble 
material. Figure 34 shows the distribution of absorbance at 
28( ms., total radioactive protein and specificaiJy precipitated 
radioactive protein from incubated supernatant with and without 
the membrane fraction. Catalase, i-antigen and haemoglobin 
were used as gradient markers. As can be seen from the figure 
some labelied antigenic material sedimented through the gradient 
as far as the 83 i-antigen marker. This material, which was 
only found in the supernatant which originally contained 
membrane, reacted mainly with antiserum against native i-antien. 
Material sdimenting throug6 the gradient at a slower rate 
reacted mainly with antiserum against RCM-i-antien. The 
activity released from the free ribosome preparation behaved 
almost entirely as the form reacting only with anti-RQI serum 
and aedimenting at rates slower than the marker i-antigen. 
It apear8 from these experiments that the labelled 
material reacting specifically with antiserum against i-antigen 
nnrrow limits of size distribution, about the 8S marker. 
Tni6 evidence, together with that of the identical behaviour 
oi iabeU.ed i-anti6en with native i-antigen on immunoelectro-
phoriB, indicates that synthesis must be complete or almost 
complete, and that aggregation of subunits has occurred, 
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before the molecule reacts with the antiserum. The reaction 
with anti-RCII-i-antigen occurs with material lighter than the 
i-antigen marker, this having a wide distribution through the 
gradient but mainly remaining at the top of the tube. This 
material may represent unaggregated subunits or polypeptides 
(at the top of the gradient) and small aggregations of subunits 
(throuh the gradient). It is not known whether or not aggregation 
occurs before synthesis is completed, but the failure of the cell-
free system to release completed i-antigen might indicate that 
aggreation does, in fact, occur before synthesis is completed. 
This point will be discussed later. 
7. Nature of i-antien - ribosome - membrane association. 
The sedimentation of radioactive 1-antigen with the 
membrane fraction could be due to one of two possibilities; 
the polysonies responsible for i-antigen synthesis are attached 
to membranous elements, or the polysomes responsible for 
-antien synthesis are very large aggregates of over 100 
ribosome units (based on sedimentation coefficient). 
One method of distinguishing between the two possibilities 
is the behaviour of the radioactivity associated with the 
membrane fraction on prolonged centrifugation through 2M 
sucrose. This technique is known to permit the separation of 
free ribosomes (Petermann, 1964; Kuffet al., 1966), th 
membrane material being of insufficient density to penetrate 
GR.A.DIET FRACTION 	211 SUCROSE FRACTION 	PROTEIR RADIOACTIVITY i-ANTIC.EM RADIOACTIVITY ABSORBANCE 
counts/mm. %recovered counts/mm. 	recovered. A260 %recovered 
EMBRI4I'IE 	 SUPERRALANT 	 693 	87 >90 0.30 70 	0.77 
PELLET 	 96 	13 (1) 	<10 0.13 30 	0.72 
FREE RIBOSOME 	SUPERNATANT 	 370 	15 (-2) 0.28 21 	082 
PELLET 	 2088 	85 10 1108 79 	1.39 
TABLE 7 	Distribution of radioactivity and absorbance after centrifugation of sucrose gradient fractions through 
C) 
2M sucrose • 	The gradient fractions were derived from a gradient similar to the one shown in Figure, 
and correspond to fractionsl3andrl.-13. 	The values for radioactive i-antigen in brackets do not vary 
significantly from background and are representative of values, obtained in different experiments. 
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the dense sucrose. Labelled gradient fractions (corresponding 
to tubes 2-3 and 19,-13 in Figure 28) were layered as 3 nil. 
samples over 1.5 ml. 2h sucrose in gradient buffer. After 
centrifugation at 130,000g for 5 hr., a densely turbid band was 
present at the 2Y, sucrose/sample interface in tubes containing 
membrane fraction; little or no turbidity was seen at the inter- 
face in tubes containing free ribosome preparations. The contents 
of each tube were divided into two fractions; a supernatant 
consisting of the original sample zone, the interface and the 
upper 0.5 ml. of the 21'l sucrose, and a pellet consisting of 
the residual 2t4 sucrose which was then agitated to suspend 
pelieted material. 0upernatant and pellet fractions were then 
dialysed against dialysis buffer, made up to the same volume, 
and anaiyed for absorbance and radioactivity. The results 
are shown in Table 7. 
In the case of the membrane fraction most of the absorbance 
at 260 m. (70%) and radioactivity (87t) failed to sediment 
through the dense sucrose. ioat of the labelled protein thus 
appeared to be bound to the membrane material. Labelled 
1-anti6en activity also failed to sediment, indicating that 
it was genuinely associated with the membrane material and 
not in tne form of large unattached polysome8. A useful 
comparison was supplied by the free polysome fraction of 
which most of the A260 (79%), protein radioactivity (85w) 
-64- 
and labelled i-antigen aedimented. The absorbance ratio 
A260/A235 indicated that the sedimenting material from the 
polysome preparation was primarily ribosomal in nature. 
In conclusion, the study of i-antigen synthesis using a 
Paramecium cell-free system largely confirmed the results 
obtained from similar experiments performed on living cells; 
that i-antigen ij mainly synthesised on membrane-bound 
ribosomes but is also found, particularly in a suspected 
subunit form, on free polysomes. The cell-free system permitted 
the study of this system in far greater detail. 
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DISCUSSION 
I The Organization and Function of Ribosomea. 
It has been established in a number of instances that 
proteins are synthesised on clusters of ribosomee linked together 
by strands of messenger-RNA (Warner et al., 1962, 1963; Gierer, 
1963). The information necessary for the manufacture of a 
protein is a function of the messenger-RNA molecule, the base 
sequence of which is related to the sequence of amino acids in 
the protein molecule (Brenner et al., 1961; Nirenberg and 
Matthaei, 1961). Three nucleotide bases' are believed to be 
resonsible for the codin& of a single amino acid (Crick et al., 
1961). Thus it is possible to consider protein synthesis in a 
quantitative manner. 
This mechanism of protein synthesis, by ribosomal 
areate8 or polysomes (reviewed, Campbell, 1965), has been 
demonstrated in bacterial, protozoan, mammalian and plant 
systems, and results in the formation of proteins as diverse 
a. haemoglobin (darner et al., 1962, 1963; ?arks et al., 1962; 
Gierer, 1963), 6 -globulin (Scharff and Uhr, 1965; Norton et al., 
1965; Schapiro et al., 1966; Becker and Rich, 1967; Williamson 
and Askonas, 1967), -galactosidase (Zipaer, 1963; Kiho and 
Rich, 1964, 1965), collagen (Kretsinger et al., 1964; Malt and 
Speakman, 1964; Manner et al., 1967) and viral coat protein 
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(Scharff et al., 1963). Most of these proteins appear to be 
synthesised on polysoines of fairly uniform size i.e. there 
appears to be a relation between the size of the protein 
molecule and the size of the poiysomal cluster involved in its 
synthesis. For example, the haemoglobin polypeptide has a 
molecular weight of about 17,000 and is synthesised On clusters 
of 5 to 6 ribosomes (Gierer, 1963) while p-galactosidase has 
a sub-unit with a molecular weight of about 135,000 and is 
synthesised on a cluster of about 50 ribosonies (Zipeer, 1963; 
Kiho and Rich, 1964, 1965). This relationship which 18 a 
function of the length of messenger-RNA coding for the poly-
peptide, is later shown diagramatically (Figure 35). 
In those celia synthesising protein for secretion, e.. 
liver cells and tumour cells, the majority of ribosornea is 
attached to the membranes of the endoplasinic reticulum (Palade, 
1958; Porter, 1961). These bound ribosomes also seem to be 
arranged in polysomal clusters on the membranes (de Petris 
and Karisbad, 1)65; de Petrie, 1967) and appear to be active 
in the synthesis of eolypeptides (ILnahaw et al., 1)63; Kuff 
et a].., 1966). Upon cell fractionation, the endoplasznic 
reticulum is fragmented into vesicles which are isolated as 
the microsonial fraction (Palade and Siekevitz, 1956). As for 
transport, it appears that secretory proteins pass directly 
from the attached ribosomea into the ciaternal cavities across 
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the endoplasmic reticulum membrane (Redman et al., 1966; 
Redman and Sabatini, 1966; Sabatini et al., 1966). 
Membrane-bound ribosomee have also been found to occur in 
yeast (Hauge and Halvorson, 1962) and bacteria. Bacterial 
membrane-bound ribosome protein synthesis has been described 
in fractionation experiments involving both labelled cells 
(Hendler and Tani, 1964; Hallberg and Mauge, 1965) and cell-
free systems (Schleseinger, 1963; Moore and Umbreit, 1965) 
as well as on electron microscope examination of bacterial 
sections (Abrams et al., 1964; Handler et al., 1964; 8chlesainger 
et al., 1965). 
It h 	Iuni tkAJt ribo. 	t 	t 	LjZ3 
are stron1y bound in both animal (uff et al., 1965; Sabatini 
et al., 1966) and bacterial (Aronson, 1966) systems. Sabatini 
et al. conclude that : 
"a) the ribosomes which are strongly atLohed are, because 
of this situation, more active in protein synthesis. 
or b) the presence of the product of synthesis on the ribosomes 
is what makes them stick to the membrane." 
However, Aronson concludes that the presence of nascent poly-
peptides is the critical factor in establishing association. 
Thus, all proteins, apart from small polypeptides such 
as antibiotics (Mach, 1963) and cell-wall polymers of bacteria 
(Salton, 1964) are synthesised on ribosomes. These ribosoms 
are organized in po1y8Ofl1a] clusters either free in the cytoplasm 
or attached to membranes. The association of polysomes with 
membranes may contribute to the stability of the messenger-RNA 
(Schlessinger, 1963; de Petris et a)., 1963; Aronson, 1965) or 
may be a factor in establishing the location of proteins in the 
cell (Marr, 1960; $eu and Heppel, 1964) or for secretion 
(discussed above). 
This preliminary review of the type of protein synthesising 
syateie serves as a useful comparison with the situation found 
in Paramecium aurelia. In this study, cell fractionation 
experiments have yielded preparations which on chemical analysis 
and electron microscopic examination have corresponded to separated 
membrane-bound ribosomee and unattached ribosomea. This 
demonstration of the two riboso.nal forms has been confirmed to 
some extent by electron microscope studies on cell sections 
(Sinden, unpublished). Both types of jreparation have been 
shown to contain labelled protein after labelling living cells, 
and rlso to be active in synthesising protein in cell-free 
systems. The synthetic activity as a function of ribosomal 
numbers, is greater in the membrane preparations. A higher 
efficiency, on an RA basie, of protein synthesis in micro-
somea over free ribosomea has been noted in other systems 
(e.g. Siekevitz and Palade, 1960; Moore and Umbreit, 1965). 
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The degree of interaction between membrane and ribosome in the 
living cell is not known, but there does appear to be a tendency 
for some ribosomea, active in synthesis, to adsorb on to the 
membrane material (c.f. Aronson, 1366). 
Unfortunately, the jrorations of embrLe were riot 
homogenus in appearance (see Figure 10) and contained in 
addition to rough membranes: smooth vesicles, ziicrotubules, 
possibly some fragmented cilia and pellicle, and large numbers 
of Jycogen granules. The most a pparent effect of the 
heterogenti.ty of constituents in such preparations was the 
inhibitiox. 01 t~yntheslb encounteree when this material, above 
certain concentration, was incubated. This was probably due 
to ribonuclease activity aesociated with the preparation. 
Free ribosome preparations, derived from paramecium 
homogenates, appear to have little or no membranous elements 
associated with them; electron micrographs of pelleted 
preparations appear homogenous. Cell sections also show 
ribosomes with seeminly no attachment to membranes, so the 
unattached state is a 'native' form. If extracted carefully 
with gentle homogenizatiou and maintainance of a low 
temperature, most free ribosomes are found as aggregates which 
in some preparations, are distributed in the sucrose gradient 
as peaks of periodic size (see Figure bj. These are polysomes 
which range in size from aggregates of two, to aggregates of 
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thirty or more - calculated on the basis of proportionality 
between sedimentation coefficient and polysome size (see 
Figure 35). Incubation has the effect of reducing the size 
and number of polysomai aregates with a corres.ndii 
increase in ino4omai. material. This i8 believed to be the 
effect of ribonucloase. lolysomal breakdown is concurrent 
with 1086 of synthetic ability. The breakdown, or unit, 
component has a sedimentation value not detectably different 
from that of reticulocyte monosomes, that is 803, and appears 
to be more like the mammalian component than the bacterial 
component in this respect. 
The aaociation of radioactivity wiL 	osomal monosomes 
appears to be largely an artefact due to breakdown of polysomes 
in the process of synthesising polypeptides. Isolated monosomes 
are far less effective in incorporating labelled amino acids 
than are isolated poi.ysomes. The peak of incorporating activity 
is around 1203 (2 to 4 ribosomal units) in most preparations 
whereas the highest specific activity in terms of incorporation 
per A260 mgi. unit is found in material sedimenting at about 3003 
(2(., to 30 ribosomal units). These resu.Lts emphasize the 
importance of fairly large aggregates of ribosomea in protein 
syntheis in Paraiecium. 
It appears that also the membrane-bound ribosomes are 
present in an aregated form (i.e. two or more ribosomes 
linked by messenger-RNA). On deoxycholate treatment, the 
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membrane fraction releases not only an 803 peak of absorbing 
material but also peaks of heavier material. These heavier 
peaks, in distribution of A260 and associated labelled protein, 
stronly sugest ribosomal aggreates. Also, it has been 
shown that this material is capable of protein synthesis. Thus 
the eviience favours the view of ribosomes linked by messenger-RNA 
rather than ribosomea linked by virtue of their associated nascent 
i-anti 4 ,en . however, both means of aggregation are possible. For 
instance, Zipser and Perrin (1963) have shown that sub-unit 
aggregation of3-galactosidaae can occur while one of the sub-
units is still attached to the ribosome, possibly in a nascent 
form. it is possible that aggregation can occur while both 
polypeptidee are in a nascent ribosome-attached form. One group 
of workea (Manner et al., 1965), who found s-globulin synthesis 
occurring on single ribosomea as well as small aggregates, 
concluded that theseaggregateS were held together by protein 
or poiypeptide which did not appear to be nascent polypeptide. 
Thus both ribosome forms, free polysomea and membrane-
bound polysomes, capable of synthesising proteins are to be 
found in Paramecium aurelias a situation which might be 
considered to lie between the entirely free polysomal synthesis 
that occurs in reticulocyte cells and the predominantly membrane-
bound synthesis that occurs in liver and tumour cells. 
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II The Nature, Location and Function of i-Antigens. 
Before considering how the synthesis of immobilization 
antigen fits Into the picture of protein synthesis in Paramecium 
it might be useful to briefly consider the location, nature and 
function of i-antIgen, particularly with reference to the protein 
synthetic mechanisms already discussed. 
Since practically all of the i-antigen is detected on the 
pellicle and cilia, it miht seem to be a protein 'secreted' out 
to occupy this surface position. This view would suggest a 
globular protein and is supported by the readily soluble state of 
the extracted i-antigen. On the basis of the rather high frictional 
ratio (1.E3) and high intrinsic viscosity (G.ii) Preer (1959c) 
suggested that the i-antigen molecule was fibrous in nature. 
Also the sedimentation coefficient of 8.2S - 8.33 for a protein 
of molecular weight of 240-31C,COO (Preer, 1959c; Bishop, 1961; 
Jones, 19615a; Steers, 1965) is a bit low for a globular protein. 
However, these results do not clearly indicate a fibrous protein 
and might be explained by the degree of hydration of the purified 
i-antigen. The only direct evidence that the i-antigens are, in 
fact, globular in nature is that on electron microscope examination 
purified material appears as roughly hexagonal in outline, made 
up of subunits arranged with the symmetry of a regular solid, 
and approximately 200A0 in diameter (Eott, 1964). These 
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observations fit the physical data well, assuming the molecule 
to be globular. 
Since the purified i-antigen has identical ixninunoloical 
properties to the i-antigen in situ, it has been assumed that 
they are of a similar form. However, on the surface of the cell, 
the i-antigen may be more spread out in sheets, perhaps foiding 
to assume a more spherical shape on release. 
The function of the i-antigens is not known but they do 
appear to be essential for the existance of the cell. The 
indispensibiJ.ity of the i-antigens is demonstrated by the facts 
that natural selection has preserved a large number of genes all 
concerned with the production of i-antigens and that no paramecium 
has been found to lack an i-anti gen. The fact that the i-antigens 
coat the surface of the paramecia auests that they function in 
rgulat.Lng the cell to its environment, perhaps by controlling 
membrane permeability or membrane transport. The only difficulty 
here, is to imagine how so many different i-antigens with different 
structure, apparently function equally well. 
The function of the i-antiens remains unknown and their 
properties and location give little information as to their 
probable mode of synthesis, although the suggested globular 
protein, secrete to the cell-surface, might be considered to 
resemble the situation, already discussed, in liver and tumour cells. 
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Ill Paramecium Protein Synthesising Systems. 
In first considering the problem of obtainin, a system 
suitable for the study of i-antigen synthesis in Paramecium 
purelip, two possibilities were apparent; following the appearance 
of the new type of i-antigen resultin from a serutype transformation 
(this could easily be obtained by changing the culture temperature), 
or studying the incorporation of a radioactive precursor into 
i-antigen by the process of synthesis. Both types of study 
present problems but those of the former are far greater., 
particularly when considerin that transformation is a physiological 
phenomenon in its own ribht, undoubtably involving parameters 
extra to those of normal synthesis and requiring time (often 
variable) for its response to the changed environment. 
The time elapsing between environmental change and the 
detection of change in immobilization properties by treating 
living paramecia with antiserum is at least 7-8 hr.. Balbinder 
and Preer (1959) studied serotype transformation, using gel 
diffusion techniques, and did not detect newly synthesised i-antigen 
until 15-18 hr. after change in temperature. However, Beale and 
Mott (1961) and Mott (1965) used the transformation method and 
detected new-type i-antigen on the pellicle and cilia between 3 
and 5 hr., using fluorescein-labelled antiserum in conjunction 
with electron microscopy. Even a few hours is long for a 
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biochemical study of protein synthesis and it is not known whether 
the delay experienced in the detection of new-type i-antien 
results form a delay in response or limitations in the detection 
techniques. The study of i-antien synthesis, using radioactive 
precursors as the marker seemed to offer better iosaibilities. 
The ideal situation would be to add a radioactive amino 
acid to a chemically defined medium containing growing paramecia, 
but since such a medium was not obtained for variety I Paramecium 
in preliminary studies, an alternative means of labelling had to 
be found. 
(ne method involved the culture of paramecia in bacteria-
containing medium, and labelling the paramecia after thorouh 
washin, in a simple salts solution containing the labelled amino 
acid and a bacteriostatic drug (IOU )ug./ml. chloramphenicol1. 
Such experiments were not always successful, perhaps due to tLe 
fact that the paramecia were not activel4 feeding under these 
experimental conditions thereby reducing the uptake of endogenous 
label, but praramecium protein synthesis seemed to be chioramphenicol 
resistant (see Figure 12). 
It was found far more convenient to supply the labelled 
amino acid to paramecia by way of bacteria. This technique has 
been reported (Berger and Kimball, 1964) as an efficient and 
specific method for the incorporation of labelled precursors 
into the DNA of Paramecium purelia. The authors point out the 
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obvious advantages of this method in that Paramecium normally 
derives its metabolites from the digestion of bacteria. 
The bacteria were labelled by methods suggested by Roberts 
et al.,(1955). The amino acid leucine was selected since, when 
supplied in trace amounts ( 1 )g./m1.), it is totally incorporated 
into bacterial protein as leucine and is not metabolized. It was 
assumed that the Aerobacter aero1crenes used in this study did not 
differ markedly in this respect from the Eacherichia coil used 
by Roberts et al.. Also leucine is a fairly well represented 
amino acid in the i-ntiben molecule (about 105 residues/molecule). 
By using this technique, the efficiency of incorporation 
into paramecium protein was 2O" and into i-antigen 0.1 to 0.2 
(see Table 2). This would indicate that approximately 0.5 to 
l of the leucine incorporated into paramecium protein was 
incorporated into i-antigen. However, there is no reason to 
assume that i-antigen synthesis is always proportional to total 
jrotein system (indeed, variable results were encountered). To 
best ensure that i-antigen was synthesised in the experimental 
material, cells were harvested which were actively growing and 
dividing. This factor was equally imortant for the experiments 
based on cell-free protein synthesis. 
For information on the components of the cell-free amino 
acid incorporation mix and their probable effective concentrations, 
I am indebted to Dr J.0. Bishop and Dr J. Freer. Since the 
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conclusion of this work, a publication has appeared on cell-free 
protein synthesis on Paramecium aureila (Reisner and Macindoe, 
1967) which largely agrees with the system used in this study. 
Other studies on protein synthesis in protozoa have been few, 
synthesis by way of ribosones being restricted to reports on the 
ciliate ..etrahymena pyriformis (l'agar and Lipmann, 1958), on the 
trypanosome Crithidia oncopelti (Cheaters, 1966) and on the 
phytoflagellates EuAlena iracilis (Eisenstadt and Brawerman, 1964) 
and Chiamydoinonas reinhardi (Sagar et al., 1963). 
The Paramecium system containing membrane fraction as well 
as free ribosomes regularly gave an incorporation of ­400 counts/ 
min./mg. protein while the system containing free ribosomes alone 
regularly gave an incorporation of5( counts/min./mg. protein. 
Since much of the protein in these supernatant preparations is 
extraneous and counts incorporated are dependent on the specific 
activity of the label and the efficiency in counting it, the more 
meaningful value of 120 Wit,. leucine/mg. RNA was derived for the 
ribosome preparation. This value compares favourably with values 
obtained from other cell-free incorporating systems. 
That the incorporation was genuine protein synthesis was 
strongly indicated from the studies involving the omission of 
various components of the 8yetew and the addition of various 
drugs to the system. 
According to current concepts (see Schweet and Heintz, 1966), 
the biosynthesis of proteins from free amino acids proceeds 
throun the following steps: 
activation of the amino acids by specific enzymes (aminoacyl 
synthetases) in the presence of an energy source (ATP). 
transfer of the activated amino acids by specific transfer 
ribonucleic acids (S-RNA'e) to ribosornes where messenger-RNA-
directed assembly of polypeptides takes place. This step requires 
QTP and a reducing agent - GSH or mercaptoethanol. 
It was assumed that the dialysed Paramecium supernatant 
contained aminoacyl synthetases, S-RNA's and the enzymes involved 
In the formation of polypeptides in addition to messenger-RNA 
containing ribosomes. The findings from this study demonstrate 
requirements for cell sap, GTP, 2-mercaptoehtanol, an energy 
generating system (ATP-creatine phosphate - creatine phoBphokinase) 
and amino acids, in incorporating a labelled amino acid into acid 
insoluble material. There is also an absolute dependence on Mg, 
the optimum concentration of 5-6 mF being similar to that found 
for mammalian cell-free systems rather than bacterial systems. 
The time-course of incorporation by the paramecium cell-free 
system showed that most of the activity was lost after 10 mm. 
and that little increase in incorporated material occurred after 
30 mm.. An unusual feature of the system was that even after 
30 mm. there was little release of soluble labelled material 
i.e. more than 80 of the acid insoluble radioactivity remained 
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in association with the ribosomes. This result was confirmed by 
Reisner and Macindoe (1967), and suggests that some component 
required for polypeptide chain termination was absent from the 
system. An alternative suggestion (Reisner and Macindoe, 1967) 
is that there was little completion of polypeptides during the 
life of thessystem. 
Total inhibition by 20 ig./m1. ribonuclease indicates that 
the paramecium messenger-RNA is highly susceptible to breakage 
by this enzyme. It also supports the view that none of the 
incorporation is due to contaminating bacteria, which should be 
reslatent to the action of this enzyme. 
Amino acid incorporating activity of paraeciu supernatants 
was not inhibited by actinomycin D. This 18 as expected, since 
actinomycin D is known to be a specific inhibitor of DNA 
dependent RNA polymerase (reviewed, Reich, 1966). Any remaining 
amino acid incorporation is a function of the stability of 
the already formed messenger-RNA. Since the paramecium super-
natants incorporated for up to 30 mm. (half-life 10 mm.) a 
fairly stable messenger-RNA is indicated for this system. 
As in the treatment of living cells, the paramecium cell-
free system was found to be resistant to chlorauiphenicol, which 
in some systems inhibits protein biosynthesis. Since all 
organisms and systems sensitive to low concentrations of 
chioramphenicol (bacteria, blue-green algae, ebloroplasta and 
mitochondria) have 705 rlbosoinea whereas all chioramphenicol 
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resistant systems (yeast, mammalian cells and pea seedlings) 
contain 80S ribosomes (reviewed, Vazquez, 1966), this findir 
agrees with the value of 803 already determined for paramecium 
ribo8olnea. 
The inhibitory effect of puromycin does not differentiate 
between the protein synthesising systems of bacteria and other 
cells but, as with chioramphenicol, acts at the ribosome level 
and can also be used to test whether a given synthesis 18 ribosomal 
or not. This drug is believed to act by substituting for soluble-
RNA and causing a break in the growing polypeptide chain (reviewed, 
Franklin, 1966). Inhibition of the paramecium system by this drug 
and also release of protein radioactivity from the ribosornes after 
treatment with this drug, suggest that puromycin is effective in 
breaking growing polypeptide chain in Paramecium. 
In conclusion, these results indicate that the amino acid 
incorporation witnessed with the paramecium cell-free system is 
indeed genuine protein synthesis which proceeds by the conventional 
pathway of polypeptide biosynthesis. However, the results 
concerning paramecium proteins as a whole do not necessarily 
refer to the biosynthesis of one particular protein - the 
immobilization antigen. But protein synthesis was considered 
as the first indication of the success of the system and deemed 
likely the concurrent synthesis of i-antigen. 
IV The Separation and Detection of Labelled i-Antigen. 
In order to detect and assay labelled i-antigen in protein 
synthesising material, it is necessary to employ techniques 
whereby the labelled i-antigen can be separated in fairly pure 
form from other labelled proteins. 
Jones, (1365a) shoved that paramecium i-antigen could be 
purified by column chromatography using the cation-exchanger, 
SE-Sephadex. This was the final purification step after extracting 
cell surface protein with salt/alcohol solution and concentrating 
the protein by ammonium sulphate precipitation as suggested by 
Freer (1959b). Another possible technique for the physical 
separation of i-antigen is electrophoresis. However, it has been 
found that the i-antigen has only a low electrophoretic mobility 
(Freer, 1959c; Beale and Bishop, 1960). 
The basic mechanism used, in this study, for i-antigen 
separation was that of specific precipitation 'by antiserum. This 
technique could not be employed successfully until antiserum was 
prepared in reasonably high titre against purified i-antigen. 
Such an antiserum should not contain antibodies against any other 
paramecium protein; the measure of the unspecific reaction being 
the effect of antiserum prepared aainet a heterologous purified 
i-antigen (or, in some instances, normal serum). 
Immobilization antigen, purified by column chromatography 
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and incorporated into a multiple emulsion system suggested by 
Herbert (1966) served the purpose of stimulating antibody 
production, in rabbits, specifically directed against i-antigen. 
Direct precipitation by antiserum of antigen in solution 
followed by measuring the amount of precipitated complex is a 
commonly used immunological assay method (Glick et a]., 1958). 
This method has been lately adapted in the precipitation of 
radioactively labelled antigen proteins, particularly -globulin 
(Scharff and Uhr, 1965; Williamson and Askonas, 1967). One 
drawback in using this method is to devise a suitable control 
since some material in the preparation may precipitate spontaneously 
or be brought down with the antigen-antibody complex. Small 
amounts of radioactive contaminent are critical when measuring a 
minor labelled component, such as i-antigen. The technique of 
precipitating all antiserum, specific and non-specific (control) 
for the experimental material, with anti-rabbit serum, removes 
most of the variables between experimental and control tubes, 
and these tubes can be quite easily adjusted to give the same 
amount of non-specific precipitation of radioactive constituents. 
This technique also increases the probability of sedimenting 
'soluble' antigen-antibody complexes, particularly when antiserum 
against reduced carboxyinethylated i-antigen was used. The degree 
of non-specific precipitation was variable according to the type 
of preparation (see Table I) and at least 50 specific precipitation 
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of total radioactive precipitate was normally aimed at. In 
general, precipitates formed from soluble protein or salt/alcohol 
extracts were more specific than more particulate and unstable 
preparations such as ribosomee. 
An elaboration of the precipitin reaction is the technique 
of immunoelectrophoresis (Graber and Williams, 1955). Here, 
preliminary physical separation of proteins in an electrical 
field allows a highly specific reaction with antiserum. The 
i-antigen appears as a discrete arc when allowed to diffuse 
throuh the agar to meet diffusing antibodies, and in all 
experiments of this type, no more than one precipitin are was 
found in any one sample - antiserum diffusion, when the whole 
gel was tested along its length. This one arc always corresonded, 
in distance of migration, from the well,with runs of 'carrier' 
purified i-antigen. Usually, both heterologous and homologous 
'carrier' i-antigens were added to each preparation and, after 
electrophoresis, each preparation was allowed to diffuse against 
both heterologous and homologous antisera. This gave control 
precipitin arcs, which were useful when the arcs were assayed for 
radioactivity. The actual position of the precipitin arc was 
never removed far from the sample well, always towards the cathode. 
The factors causing this particular migration are not known. 
Since, in this technique, the precipitate is suspended in agar, 
other non-complexed proteins can easily be washed out and good 
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TABLE 9 Summary of methods used in the separation and assay of labelled i-antigen. 
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preparations, stained for protein, only showed i-antigen precipitin 
arcs in the agar. 
Radioactivity in separated i-antigen was assayed by liquid 
scintillation counting methods, if the material had been precipitated 
from solution, or by autoradiograhy, if the material had been 
precipitated in agar. Autoradiography of imniunoelectrophoresle 
patterns has been used in other systems, particularly to detect 
synthesis of serum proteins in cell-free extracts (von der Decken, 
1)63; Ganoza et al., 1965) and tissue slices (Williams et al.,1961). 
Scintillation counting gave quantitative results which were counted 
with fairly high efficiency while autoradiography gave qualitative 
results which, nevertheless, often demonstrated a more specific 
reaction. 
In conclusion, Table 8.summarizes the advantages and 
disadvantages of each separation and assay technique and the types 
of preparation best assayed by each are shown. 
V The Mechanism of i-Antigen Synthesis. 
In the early stages of experimentation with radioactively 
labelled cells and cell-free supernatants, it became apparent 
that an important factor in i-antigen synthesis was the early 
appearance of labelled i-antigen in the membrane fraction. 3uch 
membrane preparations contained labelled i-antigen at times 
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( 30 min.-45 mm.) before labelled i-antigen was detectable on 
surface structures or in the surface protein extracted from living 
labelled cells ( 60 mm.). These results suggested that the 
components responsible for i-antigen synthesis might be contained 
in the membrane fraction rather than in the structures - the 
pellicle and cilia - on which the newly synthesised i-antigen is 
finally located. This view was supported by the ability of 
isolated membrane fraction to synthesise i-antigen in the cell-free 
amino acid incorporating system. 
It has been seen, in the earlier discussion, (Part I) that 
ribosomes are essential for protein synthesis. Ribosome-like 
structures were apparent in electron micrographs of the membrane 
fraction (see Fi6ure 10), and when this fraction was treated with 
the detergent, sodium deoxycholate, some of the i-antigen activity 
sedimented with ribosome-like components (see Figure 22). Also, 
in sections of Paramecium, electron micrographs have revealed 
ribosoinea in association with membranes in the cell cytoplasm 
but there is no evidence for ribosomes attached to the pellicle 
and cilia. 
It has been argued (Mott, 1964) that from the point of 
view of transport, it would be more convenient for the i-antigen 
to be synthesised at its final site. however, it is difficult 
to envisage how the components required for protein synthesis-
particularly riboeomea, mesaenger-RIA and enzymes - could be 
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maintained and function at these sites which are quite separate 
from the cell cytoplasm. 
The evidence from the present study strongly suggests 
that i-antigen is synthesised on membrane-bound ribosomes which 
are located in the cell cytoplasm. Whether or not these synthetic 
sites occupy a special position within the cell (e.g. near the 
perimeter of the cytoplasm) is not known. Nor is it known how 
the synthesised i-antigen is transported to its final site. It 
is possible that this protein is secreted across the endoplasmic 
reticulum membrane in the manner already discussed for mammalian 
systems. However, such problems cannot be solved by the type of 
experiment used in this study, since cellular organization is 
always disrupted by homogenization. 
That the ribosomes involved in i-antigen synthesis are 
strongly attached to membranous elements in the membrane fraction 
was indicated by the failure, on prolonged centrifugation, to 
sediment the i-antigen synthesising components through 211 sucrose 
(see Table 7). The possibility that the i-antigen synthesising 
components were very large polysomes (in the order of 100 ribosoines) 
which happened to sediment on sucrose gradient analysis with the 
membrane fraction, was dismissed because, if this were the case, 
they should have sedimented throu&h the dense suvroee. Strong 
membrane attachment of i-antigen synthesising ribosonies was also 
supported by the fact that they were only released after detergent 
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treatment and were then found to be relatively small polysomes 
(leas than clusters of 30 ribosomea). 
In most gradient analyses, of supernatants prepared from 
labelled paramecia and of cell-free labelled supernatants, some 
labelled i-antigen was detected in association with free ribosomes, 
Since the i-antigen activity in these fractions was always less 
than that detected in association with the membrane fraction, 
the free ribosome activity was considered to represent a breakdown 
product resultiri& from homogenization or enzymatic degradation. 
however, free ribosome fractions isolated from sucrose gradients 
had activity in incorporating radioactively labelled amino acids 
into i-antigen (see figures 32a and 33) which means that they 
retained some activity alter homogenization. Also, there appeared 
to be an optimal size for i-antigen synthesising polysomes which 
sedimented at about 2203 to 320$ (8 to 30 ribosome. ihe 
activity in these fractions was increased after deoxyo1ate 
treatment of the supernatant including the membrane fraction, 
prior to gradient separation (see Figure 32b), indicating that 
the membrane-bound polysomes and free polysoinea, both synthesising 
i-antigen, were of similar size. 
A further degree of refinement in the analysis of i-antigen 
synthesis was made possible by the use of antiserum directed 
against reduced carboxymethylated i-antigen (Jones, 1965a). The 
use of chemically reduced protein (Scharff and Uhr, 1965) or 
enzymatically fragmented protein (Williamson and Askonaa, 1967) 
have been used in other studies to stimulate antibodies which 
would detect nascent polypeptides or protein sub-units. 
The effect of anti-RC!-i-antigen serum appears to be 
specific but it reacts with some material not detected by anti-
i-antigen serum. Both types of serum precipitate about equal 
amounts of radioactivity from incubated membrane fraction, where 
most of the synthesised material precipitable by both, occurs 
(see Figures 32a and 33). However, with the Incubated free 
ribosomes, the two types of sera precipitate activity from 
different fractions. It appears that the free polysomes 
synthesising protein precipitable by anti-RC1-i-antigen are of 
smaller size - 1402-2405 (or 4-12 ribosomes) - than the free 
poly8ouAes capable of synthesising protein precipitated by anti-
i-aritien - 2202-3203 (or 3-3(, ribosomes). Since the smaller 
size polysome is involved in synthesising a protein recognisable 
by the antiserum against the 'sub-unit' form, while the larger 
size polysome can synthesise protein recognisable by the antiserum 
against the 'native' protein, it is possible that the former 
represents an earlier step in the synthesis of the latter. This 
view of the relationship between polysome size and the stage of 
synthesis (or state of aregation of 'subs-units') of i-antigen, 
rather than that of the free ribosomes representing breakdown 
products with different limitations of synthesis, is supported 
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by the relatively narrow size-range of each type of polysome: 
a result not expected from a random breakdown process. 
It is also interesting to note that the puromycin released 
labelled protein precipitated by antiserum against RCM-i-antigen 
sedimented at a slower rate than did the released labelled protein 
precipitated by antiserum against native i-antigen (Bee Figure 34). 
This result indicates that the former protein is a small fragment, 
perhaps a 'sub-unit' polypeptide. 
At this stage it is perhaps worthwhile to consider the 
theoretical relationship between polysome size and the expected 
size of polypeptide synthesised. Figure 35 summarizes the results 
obtained in other studies and relates polysowe size, and the 
corresponding sedimentation coefficient, to the molecular weight 
of the polypeptide considered to be synthesised. A straight line 
can be drawn to fit the data and the values of polysome size, 
derived from sedimentation coefficients obtained in this study, 
can be calibrated to give an approximate value for the molecular 
weight of polypeptide they would be expected to be capable of 
synthesising. The upper values for sedimentation coefficient 
might be a truer estimate, since there was always a variable 
degree of polysome breakdown in the paramecium preparations. On 
the basis of this relationship, none of the polysomes with 
associated i-antigen activity would be large enough to synthesise 
a complete i-antigen molecule. However, the range of obtained 
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polysomal size includes polysomee large enough to be capable of 
synthesising a polypeptide of molecular weight 100,000 i.e. one 
third of the total molecule. Since,this has already been favoured 
as the size of the i-antigen identical sub-unit (Steers, 1965) 
these results are consistent with the hypothesis that the identical 
sub-units are synthesised on separate polysomea. The probable 
size of polypeptide synthesised by polysones reacting with anti-
serum against RCM-i-antigen was of molecular weight 10-40,CC. 
This may represent the smaller non-identical sub-units, of which 
there may be three per identical sub-unit (Steers, 1965). 
Some indication as to the relation between i-antigen 
synthesising polysomes and the membrane fraction is given by the 
exLeriment8 where labelled ribosome-containing supernatants were 
mixed with unlabelled isolated membrane fraction and subjected to 
sucrose gradient centrifugation ( see Figure 24). Here, a aub8tantial 
amount of the labelled i-antigen activity was found in the 
membrane fraction. However, when the ribosomee were removed from 
such a labelled preparation, soluble labelled i-antigen failed to 
sediment when mixed with unlabelled membrane material (see Figure 
19), indicating that the adsorption effect may be due to the 
presence of the nascent i-antigen polypeptides rather than to the 
comleted soluble i-aritien. Such an effect might represent a 
possible mechanism in the cell whereby nascent i-antigen poly-
peptides are brount together and aggregate to form the completed 
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molecules on the membranes through which they can be secreted and 
finally transported to occupy their sites on the cell surface. 
This situation would be similar to other cases of membrane synthesis 
(Sabatini et al., 1966; Aronson, 1966) already discussed. 
In conclusion, the following mechanism for the biosynthesis 
of i-antigen is proposed. Immobilization antigen is synthesised 
on membrane-bound polysomes. This synthesis may be initiated by 
the synthesis of 'sub-unit' polypeptides on free ribosomes which 
adsorb, by virtue of their growing nascent polypeptides, on to 
the membranes. The synthesis and aggregation of sub-units is 
completed on the membranes and the complete i-antigen is then 
transported to the surface of the cell. 
VI General Conclusions, Criticism and Prospects. 
The protein synthetic system in 1aramecium aurelia has 
proved useful, not only in the elucidation of the mechanism of 
immobilization antigen synthesis, but also as a model system for 
the synthesis of cell-surface proteins. Of particular significance 
has been the corresporidance between results obtained from 
experiments with living material and results obtained from 
in vitro studies: it is felt that a good approximation to the 
natural process of i-antigen synthesis has been achieved. 
The main restriction of this particular study has been the 
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disruption of cellular organization by homogenization prior to 
analysis of the system. As a result, it has been difficult to 
draw conclusions as to the location of various processes within 
the cell. however, experiments alon6 the lines of those described 
in this study, but using electron microscopy to follow the 
appearance of newly synthesised i-antigen, should clarify this 
issue. 
Another unknown factor was the stability of the messenger-RNA 
for i-antigen. while the messenger-RNA of bacterial systems has 
been shown to be very unstable (Gros et al., 1961; Tissieras and 
FIopkin3, 1961; Levinthal et al., 1962), stable messenger-RNA has 
been reported in mammalian systems, e.. reticulocytea (parka et al., 
1962), rat-liver cytoplasm (Revel and Hiatt, 1964) and shoe.) 
thyroid (Singh et al., 1965). The kinetics of cell-free protein 
synthesis in Parazeciuw were more akin to mammalian 	tin 
bacteria.L isystejus, indicating that the messenger-IJ'A was not 
short-lived, but the effect of nucleases and the possible difference 
oi the i-antigen 'messenger' from other parameciui 'messengers' 
makes an estimate of half-life uifficult. 
As already inentionea, the association of polysomea with 
mei1.branes Liay be an important factor in influencing messenger-RNA 
stability (Schlessiner, 1363; de Petria et al., 1963; Aronson, 
li65). It is also interesting to note that Bach and Johnson, 
(ib€i) have presented evidence for an asBociation of polysomes 
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with nuclear membranes in kieLa cells. These authors suggest that 
the movement of the polysomes from the nucleus to the cytoplasm 
may take place on the membranes of the nucleus and endoplasnuic 
reticulum, perhaps by movement of the membranes themselves. such 
a system could be relevent to the transport of i-antigen polysomes, 
although evidence hao been presented in this study for free i-antigen 
synthesising polysomes. Zieverthelesa, the importance of membranes 
in the organization and transport of protein synthetic machinary 
should be stressed. 
beBaenger-RBA stabiiity is especially important from the 
point of view of aero type transformation. Preliminary studies 
involving the treatment of living paramecia during transformation 
with actinomycin D, have indicated that the half-life of the 
'messenger' for the old-type i-antigen is 30 to 45 mm.. The 
results also indicate that the transformation process occurs at 
the gene level, since the blockage of DNA-RNA- transcription 
prevents the formation of new-type antigen. 
Since the transformation process is an interesting and, as 
yet, little understood phenomenon, it is hoped to explore the 
possibilities of this aspect of i-antigen formation using some 
of the techniques and results of this study. 
-94- 
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